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Bush, Tsongas
victorious in
first primary
by MJ Carscallen

staffwriter
President Bush won the New Hampshire
Republican primary with S3 percent of the vote
Tuesday — but conservative commentator Patrick
Buchanan surprised the nation by grabbing 37
percent of the vote.
Democratic presidential hopeful Paul Tsongas
beat the recently tumbling Bill Clinton, with 35
percent of the vote to Clinton's 26 percent Trailing
the pack was Bob Kerrey with 12 percent, Tom
Harkin with 11 percent and Jerry Brown with 9
percent
"We've done the impossible,'* said Mike Gekas,
chairman of JMU's College Republicans and a
member of new campus group Dukes for Buchanan.
"Republican headquarters were hoping [Buchanan
would] break 30 percent and we got 40 percent.
Bush had better watch out"
Buchanan's momentum in the New Hampshire
primary election will force President Bush to take on
a more conservative profile to attract Republican
voters, said Dr. Robert Roberts, associate professor
of political science.
"It will make him recognize what he did and make
him move more to the right — like he did when he
was elected," Gekas said.
Roberts said Bush will have to concentrate on
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SGA President Pat Souths! stepped into leadership roles as a JMU freshman.

Most JMU leaders are female
Women say college encourages equal opportunity

by Donna Ragsdale
staff-writer
The presidents of the Student Government
Association, Student Ambassadors, the Council of
Campus Leaders and the University Class
Organization all have at least one thing in common
— they 're women.
In fact, 121 of the 214 university-recognized
organizations at JMU are led by women.
"When I get out into the working world, I'll know
I've made a difference on my campus and I can
make a difference there," said Kim Jackson, the
University Class Organization's senior class
president.

"I see a lot of obstacles for women to overcome,
but I also see them overcoming them.''
College provides accepting atmosphere

Women may leap into leadership roles in college
because they like the change in atmosphere from
high school, according to female student leaders.
"Here, I was encouraged as a freshman to take
leadership roles, whereas in high school, I wasn't
encouraged," said Student Government Association
President Pat Southall.
Jackson said, "I think that when you get to
college, you're more serious, not as lackadaisical.
WOMEN page 2

Top administrators are usually men
by Donna Ragsdale
staffwriter
The ranks of JMU's student leadership may be
packed with women, but the university has only six
female department heads — out of a total of 33
academic departments — and only two female
administrative vice presidents.
JMU Vice President for Academic Affairs
Bethany Oberst said, "I did a study several years ago
on women in higher education and found that while
— more on gender fteuet on pg. 16 —

women have made a great deal of progress, there's
still a great deal more to be done to have women in
positions of leadership at the department head level,
dean, president, or vice president."
Math and Computer Science Department Head
Diane Spresser said JMU is trying to increase the
number of female administrators, but it takes time.
"It takes a while for women to move through the
ranks of faculty into leadership positions."
But Oberst said JMU offers some advantages to
LEADERS page 2
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Election
CONTINUED/rom page 1
campaigning, too. "This will divert [Bush] from
being President ... he will have to look more
human," Roberts said. "Bush will have to focus on a
challenger rather than on a potential opponent."
JMU Young Democrats member Brian Zarahn
said, "Bush will be forced to emphasize domestic
issues. He can't flounder in the middle because
Buchanan will challenge him."
But Roberts said that Bush will come out on top if
"he smashes Buchanan and pushes away the threat.''
"There is little chance of Buchanan winning the
nomination," Roberts said. "The primaries are
winner-take-all, not proportional."
Dr. Robert Maranto, assistant professor of
political science, said, "Super Tuesday, which is
early in March when ... the southern states have
their primaries, could finish Buchanan."
Roberts and Maranto said Bush and Clinton will
represent their respective parties come November.
"Tsongas has to touch a cord with dissatisfied
voters," Roberts said. "Clinton won't shake things
up. Tsongas will — he is an outsider and has strange
ideas that are not Republican or Democratic."
Roberts also said that "Clinton is in a strong
position to use his organizations and get a good deal
of votes."
Maranto said that Clinton is the only Democrat
who has the organization to win, but he was
surprised that Harkin was so weak in primary results.
"I was surprised that he didn't do better in New

Women
CONTINUED/r«n page 1

You're trying to get your life in order for how you
want your future to be."
Programs like the freshman seminar class provide
a forum for all to express their ideas, said Bethany
Oberst, vice president for academic affairs.
"You see programs . . . where you deliberately
keep the classes small and include all kinds of
interactions and experiences, and that is a good way
to make all students feel that their ideas are worthy
of sharing," Oberst said.
JMU has recently pushed efforts to further
women's issues, said Suzanne Straub, assistant vice
president for administrative services. In 1990,
President Ronald Carrier formed the President's
Think Tank on Women's Issues as an ad hoc
committee, recommending a women's studies
program, a women's resource center and a
commission on community to promote equality.
Kim Graham, President of the Council of Campus
Leaders, said the college "laboratory" also provides
the opportunity for women to experiment and

Showdown in New Hampshire
Every four years reporters flock to a small ruynheastem state to witr^ss a peimed shc>wdcnvnl
between die candidates for the president oftheUnited States. Nearly every time mei
incumbent hears the footsteps of someone waitmgmtU wing and the opposmg-party
amdidatesscrarr&fmsomesmofrecogni^ This year was no exception.
George

Bush..,
Patrick
Buchanan... 37%
Paul
Tsongas... 35%
Bill
Clinton.... 26%
Bob
Kerrey.... 12%
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Hampshire," Maranto said. "New Hampshire is a
small state .. . and Harkin is good at face-to-face
campaigning."
Primary results may represent public frustration.
"They are sick and tired of being lied to," Gekas
said. "The incumbent should be damn worried — we
are going to through the rascals out"

Tuesday night is a "good indicator of the public's
disappointment with Bush," Zarahn said. "It is a
protest vote to Bush's seemingly perceived
dominance of foreign affairs over domestic affairs."
Roberts said the public is scared about the quality
of life and "expect the national government to do
something about it very fast"

discover their own unique talents.
Graduate assistant Suzanne Kilgannon,
coordinator of JMU's emerging leaders program,
said, "This is the training ground for the real world
— if you're going to try things out, you're going to
do it here," Kilgannon said.
The Emerging Leaders program includes students
each semester who are nominated by established
campus leaders. And this semester only 24 of the 95
people participating are men.

Role models

Women have different leadership styles
"Women tend to lead in a more relationshiporiented way," Kilgannon said. She said that men's
leadership styles are sometimes more hierarchical.
Student Ambassador President Erika Freihage is
leading an organization where all of the officers are
women. "I do think males and females have different
leadership styles, but I don't think either one is
better," Freihage said.
Graham said, "There is a little bit of difference in
women and men — the women always want to make
everything harmonious," Graham said.

Correction
The New Xaymaca does provide
space for letters to the editor.
They haven't run letters in past
issues because they haven't
received them. Monday's Breeze
incorrectly reported that the
newspaper did not print letters.

CORRECTIONS???

Tom
Harkin,
Jerry
Brown.
Mario
Cuomo
Ralph
Nader.

The President's Think Tank suggested that female
role models are helpful to college students in gaining
confidence and assurance as leaders.
"When I talk to women students I recommend that
they talk to a lot of people and find those faculty,
staff, others who. are compatible, who push them on,
encourage them, support them and stick with those
folks," Oberst said.
Graham said, "Men have people they can look up
to. Women don't necessarily have that"

Leaders
CONTINUED from page! _^^____

women moving up in the tanks because it started as a
women's school. "We have strength in our origin;
that we have been dedicated since our inception to
the education of women."
Suzanne Straub, JMU assistant vice president for
administrative services, said, "An organization that's
going to grow — and JMU is committed to growth
— will support what is necessary to get us there."
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Outlining his.platform

Democrat hopes for recovery

Harrisonburg
names new
police chief

bridges," Fishwick said. "If we invest
this money now, we can give the
economy an immediate lift by
generating 200,000 jobs."
Fishwick promised to increase the
savings rate to invest in higher
education.
"We need to increase the savings
rate to create a capital pool," he said.
"A good first step would be to expand
IRAs for retirement, college costs and
home ownership."
Fishwick also recommended an
increase in food prices for Russia's
Commonwealth of Independent
States.
"In addition to providing these
people with the kind of help they
desperately need, we can give our

The city of Harrisonburg
yesterday appointed Col. Donald
G. Harper the new chief of police.
Harper, 50, a former Vienna
police chief and a veteran of
Fairfax County Police, replaces
Richard Presgraves, who vacated
the position last year after more
than 30 years with the department.
Capt. Duane Fairweather had been
acting police chief until Harper's
appointment.
"We selected Harper because we
need someone who is a very strong
leader," said Roger Baker, acting
city manager.
"I am going to prove to the
community that [it] comes first,"
Harper said.
'— Ian Record

by 4hauna Miller
staff writer
Democratic
Congressional
Candidate John Fishwick announced
his strategy to safeguard America's
financial future Tuesday to students at
the Warren Campus Center.
Fishwick, currently treasurer for
Congressman Jim Olin, is running in
Virginia's sixth district, which
includes Harrisonburg, Lynchburg and
Roanoke. And his plan focused on
investment to revive the economy.
On a national level, Fishwick
recommended an investment in
infrastructure.
"$150 billion has been allocated to
rebuild America's highways and

farmers a boost and create more jobs
for rural Virginia," Fishwick said.
A tax cut is also one of Fishwkk's
objectives. "A middle class tax cut
could be made revenue neutral by
making necessary cuts in government
spending and streamlining the federal
government," Fishwick said.
"We can reduce the number of
Cabinet departments, reduce the
number of Congressional committees
and subcommittees and reduce our
military spending," he said.
Fishwick sees his approach as the
most workable plan for America's
economic future.
"George Bush has taught us what
doesn't work — it's time to intervene
and promote practices that do work."

And what we hate . . .
Students sound off on the woes of JMU
from staff reports
Editor's note: Well, we promised
balance and here it is — the worst of
the worst. For those of you who
missed last week, this is the second in
an irreverent two-part seties on what
we love and hate about JMU in a
highly unscientific, unethical list. We
gave you the good stuff last issue, so
here's the bad and the ugly.

The annoying train with a mind
of its own
It's Murphy's Law: Anytime you're
running late or trying to catch a nap.

the roaring train rumbles through
campus.
The noise, the shaking windows
and the backed up cars are not all that
bad. The slow speed is annoying.
Some anxious students are tempted to
hop on one of the open cars and jump
out on the other side. But that is
illegal, and also extremely dangerous,
so most just wait.
When students in Eagle and the
Village look out of their windows and
see the train coming, they just roll
over and go back to sleep.
Many wonder why JMU doesn't
build a bridge over the tracks, but then
we'd have to think of
another excuse for why
we're late for class.
"Late at night the train
comes and you have to
climb down from the loft
and close the window
because it makes so much
noise," said freshman
Christina Gibson. "It's
annoying to have to walk
over the tracks every day.
It's so long and there is no
other way around it"

The stairs from HELL
GRAPHKS BY AM)Y SAFFRON

The stairs from Godwin
Hall to D-Hall are sent from

Hell.
True, how else are you
going to get from Godwin
to the Quad? True, it was
nice of JMU to build stairs
in the first place — they
could have just made us
climb up the hill. True,
there are benches on the
landing for you to stop on
the way up and rest. And
true, the steps do provide
the best seats for football
games. But the stairs are
still from Hell.
The climb is bad enough
for Lake Area residents on
their way to check mail, but
it's even worse for students
who make the hike with a backpack
lull of books at 7:59 a.m.
Students don't have much choice
when it comes to the stairs from Hell,
but hopefully we're developing really
nice leg muscles.
The psycho clocks
What time is it? If you want to
know at JMU, wear a watch. Although
some have been fixed, many of the
clocks around campus either don't
work or aren't there at all. Some of us
remember when it was 10*.IS in Miller
Hall — for a year and a half.

"Most of my classes don't even
have clocks," junior Laurel Adams
said.
Almost all of us have been sitting in
a class on a Friday afternoon counting
the minutes until we can go home and
take a pre-party power nap.
We look at the clock — 2:38. Not
much longer now. A few minutes later
we look at the clock again. Still 2:38.
What is this — the never-ending
calculus class? Not quite. Just those
mysterious JMU clocks that decide to
become non-functional at the most
WORST page 5
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SGA overturns
veto, funds GROW

Policelo£
by Mike Keatts
police reporter
Campus Police reported the following:
DIP/Threatening: and Abusive Phone
• Student Joseph L Leardi, of Vienna, Va., was
charged criminally with drunk in public and
making threatening and abusive telephone calls
to campus police when another student was
arrested for being drunk in public around 2:45
am. Feb. 15.
Non-compliance
with
Official
Request/Violence to Persons/Personal
Abuse
• A student was charged judicially with noncompliance with official requests, violence to
persons, and personal abuse at 2:45 a.m. Feb.
15.
The student gave officers and cadets
problems when they arrested another student for
being drunk in public
False Fire Alarm/Arrest
• A student was arrested and charged
criminally and judicially for pulling a fire alarm in
Shorts Hall at 1:43 a.m. Feb. 15.
Grand Larceny
• An unknown person apparently broke through
the right side window of a car parked in Z-tot and
stole a Kenwood AM/FM cassette player and a
large sub-woofer speaker between 11:30 p.m.

STAFF

POSITIONS

Feb. 11 and 1:30 p.m. Feb. 14.
The items are valued at $450.
• An unknown person reportedly stole 66 compact
discs from an unsecured room in Garber Hall
between 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. Feb. 15.
Petty Larceny/Suspicious Acts
• Several items reportedly were stolen at various
times from a room in Weaver Hall between 5 p.m.
Feb. 3 and 6:25 p.m. Feb. 17. The occupant
reportedly stated that the room was locked each
time.
Items reportedly stolen included a Fossel diving
watch, a khaki shirt, the "Just Say Anything" CD,
two fountain pens, and $55 in cash.
Petty Larceny/Destruction of Public
Property
• A vending machine in Shorts Hall was broken
into and food was stolen from it between 5 p.m.
Feb. 14 and 8 a.m. Feb. 17.

Petty Larceny
• A bookbag reportedly was stolen from the
hallway across from the Wellness Center in Godwin
Hall around 6 p.m. Feb. 11.
• Clothing reportedly was stolen from a dryer in the
laundry room of Shorts Hall between 730 p.m. and
9:30 p.m. Feb. 14. The clothing is estimated at
$100,

page 19
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By only one vote. Student Government
Association senators overturned the first veto of the
year Tuesday — allocating $1,700 to EQUAL to
sponsor a GrassRoots Organizing Weekend
conference at JMU in April.
The executive council of SGA vetoed the bill
Monday in executive session due to the cost, the
limited number of people who will be able to
participate in the conference and the lack of
fundraising prior to EQUAL'S request
But commuter senator Beth Ising argued Tuesday
night, "We couldn't really start fundraising until we
knew we were having it" She said the total cost of
the GROW conference was $3,000, and the
sponsoring organizations couldn't raise that amount
of money and have the conference in the same
semester.
EQUAL also asked JMU Student Activities for
the money. But Student Activities doesn't fund
individual student organization programs, said
Student Activities Director Randy Mitchell — that's
done through the SGA.
The Council of Campus Leaders will recruit 20
organizations as sponsors for GROW. In all, 40
students from the sponsoring groups will participate
in the conference, which aims to leach students how
to eliminate apathy, promote action and develop
strategies for organization.

POUCELOQ/MVC5

The Breeze has the following
positions available:

■'••■■:;

by Donna Ragsdale
SGA reporter

Deadline for applications
is February 21

COMMUTER STUDENT COUNCIL

Moving On: Moving Off
Come to the Center for Off-Campus Living for
information and lease advising. It's free and it's informative!
We're located on the ground floor level of
the Warren Campus Center 568-6071
Read your lease! Read your lease! Read your lease!
Clauses that you want included in your lease:
• No deduction for normal wear and tear.
• Date of when the security deposit will be returned.
• Landlord will maintain all electrical, plumbing, and other facilities supplied by
him in good working order.
• Landlord will make all repairs and arrangements necessary to put and keep in
good repair fixtures, furniture, and equipment belonging to the dwelling.
• Landlord shall supply hot water, water and heat as reasonably required by the
tenant
• Landlord will use due diligence to mitigate damages.
Clauses to avoid in you lease:
• open ended clauses
• termination clauses
• waiver clauses
• all defects in building
- liability to injury, regardless to cause
- tenant responsible for all repairs on premise
- landlord entering premise w/o notice
- liable for attorney s fees from contract dispute, including defense by lessor
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Worst
CONTINUED from page 3

except at the crosswalk in
front of Anthony-Seeger
Hall. At this crosswalk,
some motorists actually
speed up when they see
students crossing the street.
"It's like playing a live
version of the video game
Frogger,"
sophomore
Graham Youngbkood said.
Students trying to cross
Main Street are like
squirrels caught in the
middle of the road.
Do you wait for the cars
to pass or do you run out,
hoping that they'll stop for
SAFFRON/THE
you? If you decide to wail,
inconvenient tunes.
you may be standing along the side of
the road forever, but if you choose to
Frogger at the A-S crosswalk
take your chances and run for the
other side, you may end up road kill.
Pedestrians have the right-of-way
They could solve the problem by
everywhere in the United States

building a foot bridge over the road,"
junior Frank Smith said

police obey them," junior Maureen
McGovern said.

AH those stop signs

Matt Carpenter said, "I'm surprised
they haven't introduced stop lights
yet"

"The stop signs along Bluestone
Drive are JMU's answer to
speed bumps," junior Scott
Hawthorne said.
Just as you get your
momentum up, you have to
hit the breaks and come to a
complete stop.
Many students admit that
they have run the stop signs.
The stop signs are not even
helpful to pedestrians
crossing the street.
Other students think that
motorists are going to stop
at the signs, but actually,
many of them just drive
right through. "There not
very effective, not even the

ANDY SAFFRON/THE BREEZE

Policelog
CONTINUED from page 4

Break A Entry/DestructkMi of
Pubic Property
• An unknown person reportedly
entered the attic arc* of Wilson Hall
between 5 p.m. Feb. 14 and 8 a.m.
Fab. 17.
The individual reportedly entered
the restricted area by forcing open the

hall door and breaking the ceiling
panels, possibly falling through the
storage area while trying to reach the
ladder leading to the roof.

Recovered Stolen Property

Obscene Phone CaMs
• Someone made an obscene phone
call to a resident in Logan Hall at
11:41 a.m. Feb. 13. Campus police

• A university grounds employee
found an abandoned Trek mountain
bike in X-lot and took it to campus
police at 9:30 a.m. Feb. 16.
An officer was able to determine the

Don't Miss
Our Exit!

Ml:

reportedly are investigating the
incident.

owner of the bice and found that the
bike had been stolen from the owner's
residence in Harrisonburg. The bike
was returned to the owner.

Number of drunk in public charges
since Dec. 4:46

Spring Break Is Almost Here!

6,9 & 12 Month Leases Available*
• 1,2 & 3 Bedrooms
• Townhouses or Gardens
• Pool & Tennis Court
• Wall-to-Wall Carpet
• Small Pets Welcome*

• Full Size Washer & Dryer
• Fully Equipped Kitchen
• City Bus Service to JMU
• Microwave Special*
• 24-Hour Maintenance
On -Site Management

CMTIM6

mr

jauNuTHiu*
APARTM6WJ«_

rs

RARR-EE STATION

• Some restrictions apply
Clubhouse. Devon Lane • Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Directions: Across the highway from JMU Campus. 1-81 Bat 24$ East on Port
Republic Road to top of hill, right on Devon Lane to Rental Office. Open daily.

Barr-EE Station Catalogue Outlet has the great spring
clothing you've been seeing in the catalogues at
50% Off the Catalogue Price or Better, Everyday!
Look great for Spring Break for not a lot ofmoneif.

434-2220

1790 E. Market • Harrisonburg • Next to Kroger • 432-0289

\
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Hunters Ridge has the
Best Location in Townl
Best bus service available
Easy walking distance to campus
Never a tiresome climb
/>

*■■

ITHCXE: OTHER

PLACES^
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"Now Leasing Fast!"
Call Now-434-5150
Hunters Ridge Management
715 Port Republic Rd.
Mon.-Fri. • 10am-5pm

WELCOME TO

HUNTER'S
R1DOE

^oz:

$250 leasing incentive
Free Maid Service Ql^^a^^\^?
On site management %U^V
and maintenance
Sand volleyball court
and basketball court
Scholarship Program

PL
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Conference focuses on the role of women
in the science fields: The third annual Women in Science and
Technology Conference will be held March 5-6 at
Pollard Auditorium in Oak Ridge, Tenn. The
conference, which is cosponsored by Oak Ridge
Associated Universities and Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, will address the changing role of women
in these scientific fields, juggling the demands of
career and family, and graduate school opportunities.
"Strategies for Success" will be the theme the
lectures, panel discussions, roundtable and one-onone discussions emphasize.
-w-

Tea Time Tidbits
Tea for two" may soon become the beverage for millions of customers as tea becomes
the drink of the '90s. The Coca-Cola Company and Nestle's will begin to bottle and
distribute their ready-to-drink cans of Nestea Iced Tea while Pepsi-Cola and the
Thomas J. Upton Company provide competition. The Perrier Group of America plans to
work with Celestial Seasonings, the country's largest herb and specialty tea company,
to brew, bottle and distribute three to five flavors of domestic spring water tea. These
new no calorie beverages will probably fill some of the 37 billion glasses of tea that are
drunk yearly, but they are not expected to be as popular as soft drinks in the U.S.

Iced tea was first invented in the
sweltering heat back in 1904 at
the St. Louis World's Fair when a
man who could not sel hot tea
decided to pour it on ice instead.

Registration fees for the conference are $8 for
high school students. $15 for colleee students, and
$25 for faculty and staff members. Enrollment will
be limited to the first 300 registrations. High school
participants will be chosen directly by their schools.
For more information or to register, write to
Women in Science Conference, ORAU Conferences,
P.O. Box 117, Oak Ridge, TN 37831-0117 or call
Helen Payne, ORNL, (615) 574-0402 or Ernestine
Friedman, ORAU, (615) 576-2358.
Echteriing named first Mosier Fellow at
JMU:
Dr. Lennis Echteriing, an assistant professor of
psychology, was named the first Mosier Fellow Feb.
14.
This fellowship has been established for the
faculty in the College of Education and Psychology
to recognize faculty and to support their work.
Echteriing was chosen for his work with the 1985
flood victims in Pendleton County, W.Va.
Echteriing hopes to follow up on the flood by
studying the long-term effects on the community, as
well as the indirect victims of the flood.
In addition to the Mosier Fellow, the College of
Education and Psychology, through a gift of life
insurance, will eventually establish the Mosier Chair.
The Peace Corps salutes Black History
Month:
The Peace Corps is celebrating its African roots
throughout February, emphasizing the importance of
the African background in all major discoveries
through its theme "African Roots Explore New
Worlds: Pre-Columbus to the Space Age."
The Peace Corps encourages African-Americans
to participate in the Corps as 5,000 other AfricanAmericans have since 1961.
To learn more about Peace Corps programs
contact the Washington Area Recruiting Office at
(703) 235-9191 or (800) 424-8580 or write 1555
Wilson Blvd., Suite 701, Arlington, Va. 22209.

Source: The Washington Pott, February 5.1992.

Panel to decide fate off breast implants:
boxer Mike Tyson on his conviction of raping an
BETHESDA, Md. (AP) — Silicone gel breast
18-year-old beauty pageant contestant.
implants may break open and spill into the body
The Missionary Baptist Ministers Alliance said it
more often than previously thought, according to
wants to gather 100,000 signatures to present to
the Food and Drug Administration.
Marion Superior Court Judge Patricia Gifford
The FDA also said it had new information that
before Tyson's sentencing, scheduled for late
may indicate a link between silicone gel in the
March or early April.
body and autoimmune diseases.
Special Prosecutor Greg Garrison said he was
The FDA imposed a
"deeply troubled" by the
moratorium on silicone gel
ministers' actions.
implants following allegations
"This is a nonsensical reaction,"
they were unsafe. A panel of
he told WTHR-TV. "Are they
expert advisers was hearing
saying rape is not rape because
testimony for three days from the
the champ does it?"
FDA, manufacturers, surgeons
Tyson, 25, the youngest-ever
and consumer groups. Today it
heavyweight boxing champion,
will present the FDA with its
was convicted last week of one
recommendations.
count of rape and two counts of
Although there is new
deviate sexual assault. The range
information of a possible link
EEOID am amow of prison sentences for each
between leaking implants and
felony count is six to 20 years.
autoimmune disease, FDA officials said, it was
inconclusive.
Opponent of peace plan ousted:
"I should stress that these reports do not prove a
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP) — The last key
link between the implants and autoimmune
opponent of a U.N. plan to deploy thousands of
problems," F. Alan Andersen, director of the
peacekeepers to war-torn Croatia was ousted from
FDA's office of science and technology, told the
power Sunday, news reports said.
panel. "But increasing reports of such cases may
The Yugoslav news agency Tanjug said
well be a bellwether of an important clinical
legislators in the ethnic Serb enclave of Krajina in
problem."
western Croatia fired Krajina President Milan
The FDA cited animal studies and clinical
Babic in a special session. The assembly also
information on Japanese women who received
dissolved the Krajina government, Tanjug said.
liquid silicone gel injections in the 1950s and
Babic could not be reached for comment.
1960s. In some cases, it said, "autoimmune-like
But Lazar Macura, the region's self-styled
disorders" were found.
information minister, said in a telephone interview
that the action was "illegal."
MinUter»: No jail for Tyson:
"All this is a game manipulated from Belgrade
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — A group of ministers
(the Serbian republic's capital), which never
said Monday it has gathered 10,000 signatures in a
wanted creation of Krajina in the first place, said
petition drive seeking a suspended sentence for
Macura, a close Babic associate.
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SPRING BREAK!!
Last
Chance
Offer!

We create (he EXCITEMENT!
WtKtt
Tanning Visits
with a perm or
sunglitz

CANCUN
Raleigh-Durham
Departures

*42gr389

Ul

-%4*» ^ Wper person

iJ^mf-'^M

7 nights
Downtown location
•Best activities and parties
•Air, hotel and transfers

■jSuggr439"
Mf^T^J*Jper person

M0M0MEY7
HO PROBLEM!
WE ACCEPT
CREDIT CARDS!

take 20% off
the present perm
price

^Wayne's

7 nights
Beachfront condo - 6jMreonrate

IrVty Drive to Honda
When You Ftyto
Mexico for the Same
Price"

St

Qai* designs

&U¥f449
^TUvper
person

624 Hawkins Street 434-1617

7 nights
4* beachfront hotel zone

5 person rate

569

per person

7 nights
The ultimate 5* Cancun Oasis
with daily pool side parties.
4 person rate
Peak week surcharge may apply

AIR ONLY $369

ITS NOT TOO LATE... CALL NOW FOR BEST PRICES!
FOR RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION CALL:

Brian: 434-7348
or 564-2955

OUR8TH
SELL-OUT
YEARI

FLEX IT During Student
Appreciation Week
Bookstore: All FLEX purchases will receive a 10% discount
For FLEX purchases over $19-92 an additional bonus will
be given.
A free gift will be given for all FLEX purchases.
Mister
Chips:

All FLEX purchases will receive a 10% discount, and a
special thank you gift.

PC Dukes: Monday - Free suckers will be given away with each
FLEX purchase.
Tuesday - A free small soft drink will be given away
with each FLEX purchase.
Wednesday - free suckers will be given away with each
FLEX purchase.
Remember you always receive a 10% discount on each
FLEX purchase.
Dukes
Duplicates
/ Showker
Hall Copy
Center:

All FLEX purchases will receive a 10% discount.
A drawing will be held on Thursday of all FLEX
customers who have used the copy centers and some
'ucky customer will receive a 35 mm disposal Kodak
camera, winner will be notified by mail.

Postal
Services:

Mon. - Wed., all FLEX purchases will receive a thank
you gift. Every 50th FLEX customer will receive a special
gift.

From all
locations:

A drawing will be held each day Mon.-Wed. for 25 HEX
dollars to be added to the winner's FLEX account. Every
time you use FLEX your name will automatically be
entered for that days drawing. All winners will be
notified by mail. If you already have a FLEX account
then bring in a friend to open up an account for at least
$15 and we will add $5 to your account.
New customers will be allowed, for a short period of
time, to open up an account for only $15.

Remember to FLEX IT for all your JMU purchases
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ree Clinic

Volunteers respond to health care needs
by Denyse Lozier
staffwriter
In 1988, members of Blessed Sacrament Catholic
Church realized many people in the Harrisonburg
community could not afford adequate health care —
and those people were falling through the cracks in
the health-care system.
Group members began a crusade that culminated
in the opening of the Harrisonburg Free Clinic in
October 1991.
The people at the church set out to help people
who could not afford health insurance or qualify for
Medicare or Mcdicaid, according to Dr. Vida Hubcr,
president of the free clinic and head of the nursing
department at JMU.
"It's basic health care we provide," Huber said.
Huber said the clinic "arose out of... a need and
recognition that increasing numbers of people here
do not have adequate health care."
"We wanted to respond to a problem we saw in
the community," she said. "The rest of the
community has responded dramatically and very
positively.
"As a health care professional, I believe those of
us who have had the most experience in education
have an obligation to help influence what happens in
our community."
In 1988, the peace and justice committee of
Blessed Sacrament was investigating the amount of
people who didn't have health insurance, and to
them, the figures were astounding.
The committee found that 10 to IS percent of any
population is without health insurance. In

Harrisonburg and Rockingham County there are
80,000 people total, which means 15,000 are without
any health insurance.
"The clinic has become a broad-based community
effort — an entity unto itself," said Lucy O'Meara,
one of the original founders of the clinic. "That's
what you have to have to make something like this
work."
The clinic is open every Wednesday night and is
free for anyone who is eligible. According O'Meara,
eligibility depends on not having any health
insurance and on the client's resources.
"We do very thorough checks on people,"
O'Meara said. The clients discuss their situation with
a volunteer, and their records are reviewed to make
sure they are eligible.
The clinic has had "very few people come who
weren't eligible," Huber said. "If they aren't eligible,
we refer them to somewhere that they can be
helped."
The clinic offers a variety of services to their
clients. People who work at the clinic include
physicians, nurses, social workers, nutritionists,
pharmacists, lab technologists and psychologists.
The clinic also has special programs such as a weight
control program and financial assistance.
"We try to treat patients in a holistic manner,"
O'Meara said. "We try to connect them with as many
social service agencies as we can — we try to help
them in as many ways as possible."
Huber said the clinic provides a range of care.
"The scope of what we provide is pretty broad,"
she said. "We have the ability to refer people to
specialists for a one-time free visit. We also have an
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Senior nursing major Kathryn Winfree
checks a patient's blood pressure.
arrangement with the hospital for services."
Rockingham Memorial Hospital is generous with
the services they provide, O'Meara said.
"The hospital has been supremely supportive of us
CLINIC page II

Sunburn: easily preventible Spring Break disaster
by MJ Carscallen
stqffwriter
"Sun and fun" sure sound great,
especially with Spring Break right
around the comer, but the chances of
enjoying yourself when you're too
sunburned to put on a stitch of
clothing are slim to none.
"Build up your exposure to the
sun," said Nancy Gremi, assistant
director of the Health Center. "Don't
ruin your trip with too much exposure
too soon. When you're in pain, you're
not going to enjoy yourself.
"If you bum badly the first day, it
won't be better by the second or
third."
According to "The College
Student's Health Guide," safe tanning
is a three-step process:
• know your skin type and your
body's ability to handle sun exposure,
• use the appropriate tanning and
sun screen products
• use your best judgment and be

careful not to burn.
Sophomore Tracy Bolander knows
how it feels to get too much sun. On
the second day of a trip to Ocean City,
Md., blisters developed under her eyes

and on her cheeks, and one foot
swelled from overexposure to the sun.
Senior Rhonda Wilson spent last
Spring Break in the Bahamas where
she learned that it takes more than

TO BURN OR NOT TO BURN
If your eyes are ... your hair is ...
Blue
Green

M<st>

You are

Blonde
Red

GRANT JERDING/THE BREEZE

SPF (sun protection factor) 20 and 25
to protect her face from the sun's
penetrating rays.
Even though she used SPF 20 and
25 on her lips and eyes, her face was
swollen for the entire week, she said.
"I could see a little bit," Wilson
said. "It's not like I was totally blind.
"Do you know how it feels when
you go to the dentist and get a
novocain shot? Thai's how it feels
when your lips swell."
Patricia Reeder, assistant professor
of nursing, advises students to "avoid
exposure over long periods of time to
prevent burning, which causes sun
poisoning."
Senior Kathleen Gearhart still has
sun poisoning from when she used
baby oil during a trip to Florida about
seven years ago.
"I turned lobster red ... It was like
I had third degree burn all over my
body," she said.
SUNBURN page W
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Sun exposure in adolescence directly
related to development of skin cancer
by MJ Carscallen and
Laura L Hutchison
staff-writers
Melanoma — the deadliest form of skin
cancer — will kill 6,300 people this year,
according to an associate professor of nursing.
The cancer has been increasing by 7 percent
each year for the past decade, associate
professor Virginia Livingston said.
The major cause of this and other forms of
skin cancer is overexposure to the sun.
"The number of blistering sun bums that you
receive in your college years is in direct
proportion to the amount of skin cancer you will
see in your 40s," she said.
Whereas doctors once saw one case of
melanoma each year, Livingston said they may
now see as many as six in six weeks.
But melanoma is not the only form of skin
cancer on the rise.
Skin cancer is the most common form of
human cancer, Livingston said, and more than
600,000 new cases are reported each year. Of
those cases, 90 percent occur on parts of the
body that are not usually covered by clothing
such as the ear tips, face, hands and forearms.
However, in the past SO years, it has become
more common to find skin cancer on the
shoulders, back, women's lower legs and men's
chests — as a result of sunbathing.

People who are light-skinned are most prone
to the blistering sunburns which can lead to skin
cancer in later years, but dark brown or black
skin is not a guarantee against skin cancer, she
said.
After years of excessive exposure to the sun,
the damage may appear as small, scaly,
precancerous spots on the skin, called keratoses.
Keratoses can be treated by surgery to remove
them, or by a process of freezing them off.
If they go untreated and develop into
melanoma, Livingston said, the chance of
survival is less than 10 percent, despite
treatments like chemotherapy, radiation or
surgery.
The best way to prevent skin cancer, though
is to use good sense, Livingston said.
That includes using sunscreen continuously
and regularly to prevent sunburns.
Use one that is SPF IS or more, and make
sure it is water proof, or at least water-resistant.
Sun rays can reach three feet down into water,
she said.
And because it takes a while for signs of skin
cancer to appear, Livingston said it is important
for students to begin taking precautions now.
"Some of the ways students abuse their
health begin in college and become a pattern for
life," Livingston said. "And that becomes
increasingly more difficult to alter as they
become older."

iGetLeid

at clayborne's First Annual
Pre-Spring Break Beach Blowout.
get manned up for spring '
► Door Prizes
► Dance Contest
Most Unusual Sunglasse
► Best Beach Costume
DJ & Dancing

Guest DJ Johann Skipjack
uui

Sunburn
CONTINUED from page 9

People with fair skin who burn easily should use a
sunscreen product with an SPF value of IS or more
if they're going to be out in the sun.
Those who are less sensitive to the sun can use
products with a lower SPF value.
Sun worshipers should be aware that the sun's
rays are strongest from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Chills and sun bumps are the body's way to
indicate that it can't handle exposure to the sun,
Reeder said. "Chills are the body's response to heat.
.. it's protecting itself.
"They (chills) usually don't last long, but they are
an indication that you've had too much sun."
"The College Student's Health Guide"
recommends several things that will ease a painful
sunburn: .
• a cool bath with three teaspoons of baking
soda
• aspirin, to relieve pain and swelling,
• aloe vera
• skin moisturizers, to compensate for the
moisture lost during the burning process.
In cases of severe sunburns, Reeder suggested
seeking professional treatment.
"Don't try to take care of it yourself," Reeder
said. "Get a medication that can be applied to the
areas to prevent infection."
Alcohol in combination with the sun can also
cause problems, such as dehydration. The best way
to combat the effects of drinking alcohol and
sunbathing during Spring Break, is to drink
beverages that will not dehydrate the body, such as
water or juice, in between alcoholic drinks, Grembi
said.

STOP BY AND SEE WHAT OUR
COPY CENTER HAS TO OFFER

Duplicate/
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FEATURING:
LOW PRICES!!!
ON CAMPUS CONVENIENCE!
FAST SERVICE!
TRANSPARANCIES!
RESUMES!
BINDING CAPABILITIES!
FLUORESCENT PAPER!

REDUCTIONS!
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Clinic.
CONTINUED frontpage 9

local people have been generous.
... if we need lab tests or X-rays done
She lists churches, civic
they do them . . . they bend over
organizations and individuals as the
backwards to help us," O'Meara said.
primary sources of local donations.
Supplies for the clinic are either
Besides offering money, many
donated by companies and doctors or
members of the community —
bought with money donated to the
including JMU students — volunteer
clinic. But there is still a need for
their time at the clinic.
more
medicine, ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
"There is
according to Dr. TT^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^™ so much positive
John click, a There is so much energy because
everybody
is
v !
° Th7 biggest positive energy
volunteering their
limitation
the because everybody time — everyone
medicine," he said.
is there because

That is the area j§ volunteering their

where we are most

vulnerable because time — everyone is
that's the most costly .,

part

of

,

.,

the there because they

the

y

want t0 be

there,"
said
Kathryn Winfree, a
senior nursing
student.
Dr. John
Glick said he
volunteers his time
because it is "to

^Tenlough more want to be there."
medicine is always
Kathryn Winfree
needed, O'Meara
nursing Student ^aTea"^^ in
maintains that the
contributions of the
drug companies have been extremely
important to the operation of the
clinic.
"Drug companies have been very
generous in donating medicine," she
said. "95 percent of the medicine [we
have] is donated."
The clinic depends on donations,
both from the United Way and from
the community. O'Meara said the

the community."

He not only gives of himself to the
clinic he also gets something out of it,
he said.
"I get satisfaction from being able
to practice medicine in a pure way,
without having to relate to people on
an economic level," he said. "It feels
much more like an ideal system would
work."
Huber said she finds herself
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Sherry Huntley, a registered nurse, fills out a vital signs sheet.
"wanting to be at the clinic."
"It has been a delight to be there,"
she said. "There is so much
appreciation on the part of the people
we serve. It's very rewarding to know
you are providing for needs that
otherwise wouldn't be met"
Sherry Huntley, a registered nurse
who volunteers at the clinic also
described the clinic as a good
atmosphere.
"It is something very positive," she
said. "I find most of the people are
really grateful for things being done
down there for them. I find that
rewarding."
Several volunteers said they

expected a different attitude from the
people who came to the clinic.
"I expected [they would have) bad
feelings about having to come to thai
sort of place," said Martha Ware, a
registered nurse. "But most of them
are really grateful, glad to have a place
like this to go."
Although most of the people are
grateful, there are a few who are
disgruntled occasionally, Huber said.
Dr. Glick said, "Some feel a
tremendous amount of shame because
they have to take a 'hand-out.' For
some it is more difficult than others.
Most people do not articulate that.
Most quietly come and go."
OWMOT
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Dart...
To the whiny R. A's who complain of having
to stay an additional 22 hours over spring break.
U. of R. is probably our biggest game of the
year and the Dukes need our support Where's
your school spirit? Or are you only a loyal
student when you're being paid for it?
Sent in by an RA. who thinks that keeping the
halls open was a great idea—and who
volunteered to sit duty that weekend.

Pat...
A-thank-you-for-doing-what-you-say-youwill pat to all professors who actually keep their
posted office hours and don't use that time to
run to the cleaners, drug store, nearby planets,
etc., while students wait (with their fingers up
their noses) for hours outside their offices.

Dart...
A litter-laden dart to Student Ambassadors
for putting purple and gold paw prints all over
the sidewalks for their conference, and to this
day not cleaning them up.
Sent in by a senior who learned to clean up
after herself in nursery school.

Pat...
To the safety-conscious persons responsible
for installing the nifty new emergency phones
all over campus. Now help (not to mention
someone with keys to the dorm) is a dial away!

Dart...
A misinformed dart to the Jan. 16 Breeze
article which stated that only one member of the
Greek community participated in the Men of
Madison calendar. Craig Honeycutt, lead singer
of Everything, "February," is a brother of Alpha
Kappa Lambda.
Sent in by a Greek Woman of Madison.

Pat...
To The Breeze for printing the Feb. 17 "What
we love about JMU" article. We didn't know
you cared!
Sent in by Food Services.

&e
i w- w-r A
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editor WENDY WARREN
managing edUorDWE SCHLECK
qpmionedUorXXLlANGlTf
asst opinion editor rMMTVER E O'NOL

Creating opportunity to vote
Last year a variety of popular musicians appeared
on MTV urging young adults to take advantage of
their right to vote. Madonna even appeared halfnaked, wrapped in an American flag to promote the
But there are clearly two sides of this issue.
Whether they heard public service announcements
from Ozzy Osbourne or Donny Osmond, young
adults have all heard the call to vote. But sometimes
registering to vote can be difficult.
For example, in Harrisonburg the only consistent
place to register to vote is the Department of Motor
Vehicles in Valley Mall. Although the DMV is open
six days a week, people can only register to vote on
Wednesdays before 6 p.m. — that is not convenient
voter registration.
The U.S. government should set up easier
methods for voter registration that make it very

convenient for busy teenagers to register for the
democratic privilege of voting.
Before every American male turns 18, the U.S.
government sends him a aeries of notices reminding
him to sign up for the selective service. Clearly the
government can develop a similar program for voter
registration. Seventeen-year-old's, who are usually
starving for mai 1, could receive colorful reminders in
their mail boxes.
Young adults should be able to register to vote at
least five days a week at the post office, the DMV
and other public institutions. Only being able to
register one day in the middle of the week at the mall
discourages young people from taking part in their
government
The responsibility here is two-fold — voters must
utilize the freedom to vote and die government must
make registration convenient and available.

Pay where pay is really due
This would have been die second year in a row
without a pay raise for JMU faculty if die House and
Senate hadn't come to their senses.
The Virginia General Assembly has approved a 2percent salary increase for all state employees. The
whopping raise will apply to JMU faculty and staff
for the 1992-93 academic year. But before we vote
all the politicians back in office, there are some
things to consider.
In 1990-91, the Assembly approved a 4.36percent salary increase, but during the budget slashfest the money never made it to faculty pockets.
Instead, they were promised 3 percent, then only
given a measly 1 percent of the original amount.
According to the Consumer Price Index, the rate of
inflation for 1990 was 6.1 percent; in 1991, it was
3.1 percent
The recent meager pay raises do follow several
years of consistently higher increases (an average of

9.2 percent annually for 1986 to 1989). But that's
OK. Faculty shouldn't struggle to keep pace with
inflation, but receive regular raises.
Then came unforgettable 1991-92, a.k.a. year of
the fire-breathing budget cutter. During this oh-soprosperous year, faculty simply received no increase
whatsoever.
So in 1992, with faculty morale, not to mention
personal finances dipping into the fire-engine red
zone, the Assembly finds the heart to grant
underpaid JMU faculty 2 percent more money.
Obviously, complaining about pay raises during
such a budget crunch is somewhat moot. We just
want to make it clear that once the governing bodies
get their budgetary acts together, they prioritize
education (after all, most of them got elected
spouting, "Education is our future") and remember
that our teachers are one year behind on an already
minimal pay raise.

—
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Student spirit questionable
I knew it was too good to be true. Here we are,
CAA regular season title two of those three years.
almost half way through the spring semester and
UNC-Wilmingon Coach Kevin Eastman was
there hadn't been one letter about
recently quoted as saying "It
it Until this week.
would be a travesty ... if [Lefty]
Every semester since my
does not get Coach of the Year."
freshman year, there has been at
GUEST COLUMNIST All this from a man who can't
least one such letter. Sometimes
coach his players?
these letters came in droves —
On the other hand, the
-Richmond Stevenson
two or three a week. Sometimes
performance of the JMU student
the letters started before the season even did. But I
body leaves great room for improvement. To be sure,
hoped, to no avail it would seem, that I might get
there are those of us who attend every home game
through my last semester at JMU without having to
(and nearby road games as well) and wear purple and
see one of these letters. I guess that's not going to
gold to these games as Lefty has asked. These loyal
happen.
fans are to be commended.
I'm referring to the letter in the Feb. 13 Breeze
But on a campus of 11,000 students, why can't we
from Susan Jordan. Ms. Jordan states that JMU
fill a 3,500 scat student section every game? JMU
basketball coach Lefty Dreisell doesn't know how to
students have no idea how fortunate we are. Students
give his players credit, which is a way to motivate
at other universities have to pay to see their teams —
the team. Responding to this and all the similar
sometimes upwards of $100 — and yet the games at
letters I've read in the last four years, let me just say:
these schools still sell out All we as JMU students
ENOUGH! The only thing I have seen in my last
have to do is show up.
four years is a JMU campus which deserves neither
For now, though, the faithful will continue to root
the fine teams we have had, nor the great players and
for the Dukes, following them to American, George
coaches which continue to make them possible.
Washington, and George Mason, and then on to the
Let's look at some facts about Lefty's coaching
CAA tournament. But the vast majority of JMU will
ability. Coach Dreisell has won 595 games in just
continue to gripe every time we lose an occasional
under 30 seasons — a 20 win per season average,
game. I'm sure this column will draw responses
sent players to the NBA, was the first visiting coach
saying "I paid my tuition, so I have every right to
to ever win a game at UNC's dreaded "Dean Dome,"
complain about the team." True, you do have the
has won an ACC Championship, and has been to the
right, but if you were a real fan, you wouldn't
NCAA Tournament numerous times. Critics will
exercise it.
quickly say that this is ancient history.
Well, more recently. Coach Dreisell has had a
Richmond Stevenson is a senior majoring in political
winning season all three years at JMU, and won the
science and economics.

Scandalous life of a donkey
Fortune can be so fickle. A couple of weeks ago
is less than flattering and, at times, downright scary.
it looked as if Bill Clinton was going to roll over his
Jack Kennedy never showed a proclivity for
opposition and become the
anything but hedonism. He slept
Democratic
presidential
with hundreds of women while he
nominee. That was before a
was married. He met with the
certain Gennifer Flowers
HERESIES
Mafia several times to plan Fidel
accused him of adultery. In die
Castro's assassination. He lied
New Hampshire primary he
-Eric M. Johnson ■ about his health, his addiction to
finished a poor second behind
painkillers, and his lovers.
Paul Tsongas, who is, as Dave Barry points out, so
Kennedy didn't even write the books that appeared
boring that "he may be capable of photosynthesis."
in his name — his father employed a number of
All of this is routine. American political scandals
intellectuals for that.
are as old as the republic, and will continue as long
"Pragmatism," the media's other cardinal virtue,
as humans are fallible. The press, meanwhile, acts as
was something that JFK possessed in abundance.
if this is a breach of the democratic ethic. "Why
Principles were something to rely upon to fool the
aren't we talking about issues?" they bellow, as they
voters. His 1960 presidential campaign was based on
lead off their broadcasts with new revelations- about
his youth, a vague anti-communist stance, and the
Clinton's gyrations to avoid the draft
"need for change." Once in office, Kennedy
Are "issues" the only thing we should consider?
complied a mediocre record which is largely
The answer, I dunk, is that a presidential candidate
forgotten because of his violent death.
cannot be separated from his character. Personal
Is this what we want? This year's crop of
conduct is usually a reliable guide to professional
Democrats share an uncanny resemblance to JFK in
behavior. That's why Americans didn't vote for Gary
that they are all ambitious men without agendas.
Hart We have a shining example of what happens
Yes, they make the usual noises when you ask them
when a man of questionable morals becomes the
for their stance on something, but none of them
President, none other than the late John F. Kennedy.
represent any group or movement They all want to
In the engrossing new book "A Question of
be president for personal gain. At least Jesse Jackson
Character,'* historian Thomas C. Reeves examines
could chum the fir left as his own.
the life of the man who is "the most overrated public
The press will continue to report on the details of
figure in American history," according to a recent
politicians' private lives, and they will keep howling
poll of prominent historians and journalists. Reeves
about how debased the process has become. This
draws upon sources that haven't been available until
misses the point, for despite what the pundits say,
now, largely because of the Kennedy family's
character is and will remain a valid question.
willingness to sue or impede anyone who might
besmirch the memory of JFK. The emerging portrait
Eric Johnson is a freshman majoring in English.

Letters to the Editor
Remember Malcolm X,
he 'semessly' contributed
TotfMMHtor
Friday, Feb. 21, marks the 27th anniversary of the
death of one of America's greatest leaders, Malcolm
X. He taught an entire generation of people about their
true history, instilled in them self-respect, and most
importantly, told African-Americans to stand up and
fight for their human rights themselves, without
relying on the power structure that kept them
oppressed. Malcolm was a rarity among men —
having once been so ignorant deep in the dirt of
society, only to become so enlightened and such a
pivotal, urgent voice of this century. The sound of the
16 bullets that ended his life still resonates with a
sickness that is echoed in the criminal and social
problems we face today.
It has often been said that only history can judge
Malcolm X, and so it has. His life and death brought a
martyrdom to the Black movement and mirrored an
image of just how violent America has become.
Now, after having slept through two decades of
presidents who have sold us out to empty promises
and cover-up politics, it is frightening to think of what
this nation and this world has done to the most honest,
dedicated leaders we esteem. I can not escape the
certain knowledge that this would be a very different
world had Malcolm X lived to see this day.
And so we arrive at an impasse, left only with
ourselves and the uncertainty of our environmental,
economic and social future. Many of the problems we
regard as urgent, like urban crime, have descended
from the racism Malcolm faced, arid there is much to
his message which transcends race or culture. The
legacy he left behind is the embodiment and
celebration of the human spirit — that of someone
who lived and died as a true man, fighting solely and
unrelentlessfy for the advancement of our species, and
thus making the ultimate sacrifice.
All of us right now have the capacity to help the
human race in one way or another — Malcolm's life is
a testimony to that fact We owe it to our generation
and to our predecessors like Malcolm X to use our
miraculous existence to contribute as he did —
selflessry. And of course, to remember Malcolm. For
to not remember him, to not pay tribute to his life
tomorrow, is to dishonor the best in ourselves.

St»v Date ay

Professor's missed office
hours frustrates student
To ttw •dltor;
Recently, I had to visit a professor to receive some
extra help for an upcoming exam. I went to his office
and looked for a card that listed his office hours. To
my surprise, no hours were posted, and I proceeded to
ask his secretary.
The next day I went to his office during his office
hours and, regretfully, he was not there. By now, I was
quite frustrated. The following day I returned to find
no one again. Finally, I had to catch him in class that
afternoon and schedule an appointment
I understand professors are busy and I have great
respect for them because of their workloads. But if a
teacher says his office hours are at a certain time, he or
she should be there. Office hours are scheduled for
only an hour or two at a time. Is it that difficult to ask
for a teacher to be mere when he should be?
I hope this does not happen again, but in the event
that it does, I just want to let professors know that it is
an inconvenience to their students. Not all professors
skip their office hours but to those who do, please take
note. Professors deserve respect, but so too do the
students.
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TWO STORES LOCATED AT.
»Dukes Plaza
2255 South Main St.
Harrisonburg, \5V
Open 24 Hours

• Cloverieaf Shopping Center
85CaritonStHarrisonburg, \A
Open 8 am -10 pm
Sunday 8 am - 9 pm

Visa and Master Card Gladly Accepted

Bag some bargains th
at Super fresh!
*
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GEESE DESIGN
YOUR CHOICE ALL FLAVORS

Heir's
Potato Chips

990
6 oz.bag

March Gras
Paper Towels

Pepsi
Diet Pepsi

990

each roll

A&P Premium
ASSORTED BLENDED
FLAVORS-LIGHT
Ice Cream
Dannon
2*45.00
Yogurt
24.6 oz.mini pkg.

Ellio's 3 Slice
Cheese Pizza

690

SAVE 490 ON ALL FLAVORS

$1.89

YOUR CHOICE
(3 SLICE 8.9 OZ.PEPPERONI $1.39) CAFFEINE FREE PEPSI

990

8 oz. pkg.

2 liter btl.

BRAND IN WATER

SUGAR OR
CHOCOLATE
T* r~*
1 • CHIP

Solid White
Tuna

$1.99

^^OD^SJ^SSD"™

990

Round 1/2 gal. ctns.

A&P Cookies
A

0

20 oz. pkg.

6.5 oz. can
A&P QUALITY BRAND

Fudge Brownie Mix

880
22 oz. pkg.

We Sell U.S.
I WESTERN I The Fastest Way I igD Quality
Pnno
Postage
Stamps
ONIOlll to Send Money I bJB Film Developing
nf
Orders 69 each • \^J

20*

ent offCouponi

Double Coupons Everyday ^^"^rs^i£ ^
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Homosexuality article printed
in Madison Review offends
To MM
I would like to comment on an article by Dm Konnor
that appeared in the recent addition of the "Madison
Review." Konnor firmly indicated that Dr. Carrier'!
allowance of the anti-discrimination clause concerning
sexual orientation in JMU's new Statement of Community
Values is anti-Christian.' He further remarks that
homosexuality is evil, intolerable and that such behavior
should be rejected
I used to agree. However, as my faith has grown, I've
learned that such self-righteous judgment is wrong. The
greatest fundamental of Christianity, as I'm sure Konnor
would agree, is God's love. How can "fundamentalist"
Christians overlook this primary fundamental and
contradict it with strict translations that serve only to
condemn others to Hell? Jesus didn't hang on the cross
only for heterosexuals. Christians who self-righteously
judge and condemn homosexuals encourage them to turn
their backs on God. Is that what God wants?
Konnor uses a doctor's opinion that there is no certain
genetic link to homosexuality. I'd like to remind him that
there is no gene for love. Homosexuals are not defined by
their sexual practices, but by their preference of gender for
romantic relationships. They fall in love, live and accept
Christ's salvation just as we heterosexuals do. I think that
all Christian fundamentalists should stop condemning and
remember, "But the greatest of these is love."
Match/Cash

Madison Review staff incites
few words from many people
To the editor:
We, the undersigned, would like to thank Dan Konnor,
Ryan McDougle, Paul Hanten. Saga Neuland, Ken Vick,
Brian Crim, Scott Spradlin, Jill Beatty, Dr. Stephen
Bowers, Jeremy Starkey, Mark Schneider, Lori Firestone,
Geoffrey Greeves, Eric Johnson, Kevin Kasten, Matt
Shields, and Hazel Tries for publishing The James
Madison Review. By doing so they have shown that
racism, sexism, homophobia, and ignorance are alive and
wdlatJMU.
MariiWa

101

signatures

Professor writes, suggests
printing state budget reports
To the
The Jan./Feb. issue of The James Madison Review
recently became available, and the cover page included
one of the most famous of the quotations by James
Madison: "A people that mean to be their own governors
must arm themselves with the power that knowledge
brings."
In these difficult financial times, Madison's quotation
might very appropriately apply to the publication in The
Breeze of that part of the budget for the State of Virginia
that applies to JMU. Widespread access to this information
would serve to educate the entire university community
about many aspects of financing JMU. The very concise
nature of this information is especially impressive; for
example, in 1984 the entire section of the biannual budget
pertaining to JMU almost fit onto a single 8.5" x 11" page.
The publication of two successive budgets would be even
more valuable, because this information would clear-up a
great deal of confusion that is caused by the use of terms
like: "Level Funding," "Steady-state Funding," and
"Constant-dollar Funding."
The President's Office could certainly provide The
Breeze with a copy of the part of the State budget that
applies to JMU, but surely other sources would also be
glad to provide this information.
J.J. Leery
Ctioinfsuy Depai tiiiout
Editor's note: Rather than simply reprinting budget
i

reports verbatim. The Breeze prefers to explain state
budget decisions on the JMU budget in our "Budget
Blues" articles which appear regularfy in the News section
afThe Breeze.

Student questions an SGA
decision on First Right funds
To the editor:
Come on, how about a little consistency here. Why is it
the only time I ever hear the argument that a person or
group is biased is when it comes to conservative issues?
Do you ever hear of a liberal group being biased? I hardly
think sol I'm referring to the article in the Feb. 13 issue
entitled, "SGA Questions First Right Funds."
Speaking of bias, I wonder if anyone ever gave a
second thought to presenting both sides of the censorship
issue during last week's Censorship Week. Obviously not,
I went to the first meeting on Monday night and it was
totally biased. The speaker, Tim Riley, who bashed and
ridiculed right-wing conservativism, blatantly stated that
there should be no laws against child pornography and
other forms of sexually explicit material. He also
ignorantly stated that such things have no affect on a
person's mentality. He obviously is either misinformed or
just doesn't want to face the facts.
If any, I wonder how much money was granted by
SGA to fund this propaganda. And what about the Human
Relations Week a while back, were both sides of the issue
of homosexuality presented here? There are several
different campus organizations here at JMU, and each one
promotes its own cause. Groups such as the Animal Rights
Coalition, Harmony, Earth, Together, Equal and First
Right all believe in and stand for a different cause.
According to First Right president, Lori Firestone, they
are encouraging several other organizations — both prolife and pro-abortion — to get involved in the Respect Life
week corning up in April. The group would like to hear
discussion and arguments from both sides. All First Right
plans to do is educate others on the issue itself, explain
where they stand on it and why.
After all, if a girl is going to make such a serious
decision, shouldn't she make an informed one? What
better way to do that than to get all the facts and
information possible presented from both sides so that she
can make that "choice" between abortion or life. A
"choice" is not a choice unless a person has something
from which to choose.
I can't believe mat SGA could give Equal $1700 and
then question giving First Right $500 in fear that it might
be "subsidizing propaganda," as Scott SuroveD said. Both
organizations stand for opposite sides of the same issue —
one pro-abortion and the other pro-life — how can one be
biased and the other one not?
»■

cancer cases have been rising at an alarming rate.
All of this information is factual and can be found in
the library. It is easy to find, but for those that are still
doubtful you should ask someone who is a genuine
authority on environmental issues.
Instead of engaging in political and departmental
"wars" over environmental concerns, I wish people would
use common sense, instead of rhetoric, to arrive at their
position on the issues. Environmental degradation is
reaching critical levels throughout the world. If people
choose not to believe the pleas of environmentalists due to
political bias, bad stereotypes, or ignorance, then they have
little to gain and everything to lose. "Don't worry, be
happy" won't float with future generations.
Instead of assuming environmentalists are always
doomsaying, we should assume they are right. That way
when we err again we will en on the side of preserving the
Earth, not destroying it — and us.
Darren Coffey
googi aptiy/economic a

.. . And yet more discussion
over 'environmental debate'
To the editor:
This is in response to Professor Robinson's letter
which was in response to Professor Rosser's letter which
was in response to Eric Johnson's column. It's a shame
that the argument over Eric Johnson is not focusing on
whether he looked at the ozone issue objectively. The real
shame, though, is that neither did Professor Robinson.
As an environmentalist, I know that in order to
understand a subject, it's best to research the facts.
Robinson was correct in that there is a lot of propaganda
concerning the ozone layer. He failed jo mention, however,
that this propaganda is coming from both sides of the
argument. So Robinson concluding his letter with
"Environmentalists have been masters at manipulating
public opinion" is just as immature as Johnson pulling a
couple of things out of books to support a theory which is
not widely accepted within the scientific community.
If you read scientific journals Professor Robinson, you
will find a great deal of research pointing toward an
unusual depletion of the ozone layer in certain areas
(whatever its cause) which may threaten the surface
temperature of the Earth I'm hesitant to believe everything
I read. Yet, I'm certain that gross over-generalizations
about environmentalists — some of who are your
colleagues — will get you nowhere.
Pilila Prortsch
Malory

«»-■«- «
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Student gives objective view
on 'environmental debate'
To the editor:
As an environmentalist, I resent being called a
"militant" and "bonkers." As an economist, I resent being
told by a geology professor what I should and should not
write about As a geography major, I can guarantee I know
more about environmental problems than Mr. Johnson, Mr.
Decker, and Dr. Robinson.
NASA's latest study on the depletion of stratospheric
ozone indicates that the ozone layer in the upper latitudes
is depleting from 1-2 percent a day in certain weather
conditions. At this rate, the ozone has a "half-life" of 2-3
months. This is not to say that in April it will be gone, but
within the next decade there will be a hole, not a thinning,
in at least the upper latitudes.
Ozone thinning is occurring over the rest of the world
except in the tropics, but we are currently burning or
cutting our rain forests down at alarming rates. One look at
satellite imagery will prove this, just as it has shown a
severe depletion in the ozone layer.
Ultraviolet radiation does contribute to the production
of ozone but at much lower rates than those at which
CFC's are depleting it. And while it may be true that UV-B
has been decreasing since 1974 (which is doubtful), skin

Student Ambassadors write
to thank all who helped out
To the editor:
The Student Ambassador Convention Feb. 6 through 9
was a great success. Over 70 ambassadors worked almost
non-stop to ensure this success, and the praise we've
received is very much appreciated.
We'd like to thank the administration, staff and faculty
for their support. In a time of budget cuts and lack of
salary raises, these people went above and beyond to help
us prepare for and run the convention.
JMU's administration and staff made it possible to
schedule rooms, get around campus, and run JMU buses.
PC Dukes provided pizza, D-Hall served us Mexican, and
our banquet would have been impossible without the help
of Special Events. Our faculty and administrators gave
their time and talents to make our seminars interesting and
educational. We would especially like to thank the
Advancement, Alumni and Admissions offices for their
continued support of our organization.
Again, thanks. We couldn't have done it without you!
Paula Harahan
ErkVa Freihage
■enter
junior
human communication
psychology
,

Kristy Orringer
junior
math
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Men search for own
meanings of masculinity
by Erin Galvin
stqffwriter
They don't just beat on drums, talk about
phalluses and cry. Today's men are trying to
define their own ideas of masculinity and their
searches are taking them in different, and
controversial, directions.
What is masculinity?
Much of the men's movement has evolved
out of a central question of masculinity — and
the realization by some men that their sex had
lost a common sense of what it means.
'To me, masculinity means responsibility —
it means strength and power," said senior
Johnny Bau. "It's not just a physical thing,
though, it's a sort of presence.
Traditionally, the definition of masculinity
in our society entails things like an
unwillingness to yield or give in," he said.
"Masculinity tends to be a larger than life
concept, an image, and it makes men feel as
though they have to prove their worth and prove
their strength."
Senior James Tinsley said, "Masculinity
means self-confidence. The image men project
is the image they feel about themselves."
"Some people view masculinity in things like
physical attributes, and others see it as a sort of
mental thing. I think it's a feeling of confidence
and an ability.
"Arrogance is a lot of what masculine is —
there tends to be a lot of arrogance in men's
masculinity. Basically, I think it differs from
person to person."
As Michael Kimmel writes in his book
"Changing Men," "New role models for men
have not replaced older
ones, but have grown
alongside them, creating a
dynamic tension between
ambitious breadwinner and
compassionate
father,
between macho seducer and
loving companion, between
Rambo and Phil Donahue."
Male "feminists"
One answer to the
masculinity question asks
men to rediscover the
"deep" masculine within
themselves, leaving behind
the everyday cares of
politics and economics to
return to nature in a
"wildman" adventure of
self-discovery. It's this
philosophy that Robert Bly
proposed in his nowinfamous book "Iron John." AHPY3AP ION/THF

In Bly's "wildman" weekends, men camp in
the woods, returning to a more primal state to
get in touch with their pasts. Beating on drums,
the men are urged to get in touch with their
inner selves and leave the outside world behind.
Macho men
Another male philosophy that began in the
1980s is a backlash against the feminist
movement and the early men's movement of the
1970s, according to JMU Psychology Professor
Arnold Kahn.
These books call for a celebration of the
differences between men and women, rather
than a search for the similarities.
Called the "Masculinists," this group works
against the feminist movement and women in
general. The staunch belief the men were, and
are being cheated in such areas as child care and
divorce settlements is fundamental to this
group's thinking.
Although
it's a small movement, it has received much
media attention, stemming mainly from the
support it gives to the status quo.
The men who make up this group of
"Masculinists" push the idea that men are
different — not similar to women, and they
believe that men are not getting what they
deserve in society today.

The Male Mystique
And still another answer to the question of
masculinity revolves around a "Male Mystique"
— an image of men as autonomous, efficient,
intensely self-interested, and disconnected from
the community and the Earth.
It's a clear response to Betty Friedan's
"Feminine Mystique," the image of women as
maternal, homeoriented and happy
with subservient
roles.
That Male
Mystique, Kimbell
says, works to
celebrate the idea
of isolation —
turning
men
against
one
another in what
they perceive as
the tooth-and-claw
world of making a
living. Men have
been taught to
believe that a
successful man is
competitive,
uncaring,
insensitive, and
MEN page 19

Delving into women '$ issues ...

Team-taught <
by Alane TempcNn
stqffwriter
Until they hit the new Introduction to
Women's Studies class, some students
didn't realize how much sexism they face
each day.
"I was unaware how harmful it was when
people called women girls or when they
said ladies, when they meant women," said
senior Karin Heller, a member of the class.
"I didn't realize how sexism and its
subtleties added up."
The class, team-taught by economics
professor Sharon O'Hare and psychology
professor Arnold Kahn, tackles various
subjects like pornography, rape, domestic
violence, language, and gender portrayals in
the media. It's offered for the fust time this
semester as part of new the Women's
Studies minor.
And it's taught in a discussion-heavy
seminar format.
"I don't think it would be half as valuable
as a lecture class," said senior Laurel
Haskell. "As a seminar, the interaction is
really good. I think it's more intimate this
way.
"It's one of those classes people never
skip," she said. "The information is so
pertinent to our lives. It's very stimulating."
The 20 spots for the class filled up on the
first day of registration.
"We probably had a dozen calls for
overrides and a number of people showed
up at the first night's meeting that hadn't
called because they didn't realize it would

be so full, "C
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which they r
their reading
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JMU's Equal figh
by Sharon Lovering
stqffwriter
They still fight for women's rights, and they
haven't relaxed their pro-choice stand.
But JMU's Equal — formerly the JMU
chapter of the National Organization for Women
— says their new name is a symbol of a
renewed fight for equal rights for all people,
regardless of gender.
"We wanted to get more males interested in
the group, because you don't have to be a
woman to want equality," said coordinator Amy
Wan. "We wanted to be more encompassing of
the population of the group."
And senior Elizabeth Munson said, "We've
been really focused on pro-choice issues.
Sometimes it detracts from other issues, like
what it is to be a woman."
Equal was the group's name four years ago,
before it became NOW. And though Equal is the

name again, thi
NOW's national
And though a
collection of fc
work showing <
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class studies sexism, feminism
."O'Haresaid.
Is are required to keep a journal, in
ey must write about reactions to
ling assignments, previous class
ons, and any events that have
y affected them during the week,
ould have bearing on the class,
y communicate through the VAX
1 a computer bulletin board, which

is only open to class members.
And it's a sensitive class to teach. Kahn
said, "I thought long and hard before
agreeing to do this. Having a man teach
Introduction to Women's studies reinforces
the notion of male superiority — like even
in issues dealing with women, men are the
experts. That's why I would not teach the
course myself, and I am co-teaching it with

a woman.
According to O'Hare, the class wouldn't
be being taught at all if Kahn hadn't agreed
to teach it with her.
The class is part of a larger battle at JMU
for women's studies, a battle that this month
finally yielded approval for a minor in
CLASS page 19

ROB CALVERT/THE BREEZE

Betty Jaynes reads a fourth grader's
winning essay on the effect of Title 9
in Georgia schools.

Women face
future hurdles,
speaker says
by Sharon Lovering
stqffwriter

SALLY SANDERS/THE BREEZE

omen's Studtes Class, which meets on Tuesday nights, has nametags on each desk to aid in discussion.

hts for rights of both genders
, the group is still affiliated with
onal organization.
gh a recent project for the group is a
)f feminist essays, poems and art
ng different views on women, the
obbies and conducts letter-writing
j sway legislation. Equal also works
egistration to encourage students to
their go vein merit.
houldn't just sit by and watch some
ghts being taken away," said
Dominic Pisciotta, treasurer of
and several other men have joined
iks to fight for both men's and
hts.
/ays been interested in women's
he abortion issue," said sophomore
Friends of his discussed what was
the group and it sounded exciting,
i r realized "there was something I

could do."
Sophomore Jon Bohland became interested in
the group while watching TV. "I was watching
something on the news about a student at the
University of Michigan who got together a male
date rape group, which I thought was a good
concept"
There's a lot of different attitudes" in the
group, Munson said. "Everyone has their own
definition of what feminism is. I don't think
anyone really knows what feminism is."
One objective of NOW is to abolish
stereotypes, sophomore Daniel Kern said. And
one of those stereotypes is the stubborn belief
that feminists are all lesbians.
That's been a well-discussed subject among
NOW members lately, following NOW leader
Patricia Ireland's revelation that she has had a
female companion outside marriage for years.
Ireland's relationship "does add to that
stereotype," Kern said. But he added that it

doesn't matter what her sexual preference is.
Senior Stacey Beggs said, "I think that's her
own business."
Cole said, "I was kind of surprised at some
of the things I read. [But] as long as she's a
qualified leader, I'm in favor of her."
Equal says it has seen increased vigor at
JMU too. "The issue of feminism and
women's rights has really been focused on this
semester," Cole said. The addition of a
women's studies minor and the accompanying
classes has helped, and so has the birth of a
women's discussion group following Wilson
Hall speech by feminist author Naomi Wolf.
Wan said she thinks the group will
"probably become more politically oriented
during the next decade" due to legislation. She
added that the group is "very receptive to
different ideas."
"[We] discuss any issue a female has to face
today," Wan said.

Women will face isolation and discrimination
in the 21st century, said the executive director of
the Women's Basketball Coaches Association
Monday — but they still need to fight for their
rights.
"The first problem that they're going to have.
.. is isolation," Betty Jaynes told an audience of
about 25 students and faculty. Children today
need to understand what being alone is and what
loneliness is, so that they will know how to deal
with isolation when they grow up, Jaynes said.
"The second hurdle [will] be administrators,"
Jaynes said. While there are some men who
want to promote women, she said there are male
administrators who believe it's "discrimination
against men" to promote women instead of men.
Women also face constant questions about
their abilities and strength — both mental and
physical. "That is something I believe that one
day will, hopefully, go away.
"I think, if I am correct in my predictions,
that you will see a lot of legal suits that have to
do with athletics, at least within the next 30
years," she said, because of men who question
women's athletic abilities. "Thai's going to be a
tough one for women in the 21st century to take
care of."
To prepare women for the future, Jaynes said
young men and women shoud hear a women's
JAYNES page 19
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AVOID
THE RUSH

Student Aid.

HATE
RICHMOND
EARLY!
IHHil

Make plans today to be there!
Sat. Feb. 29, 12 noon

JMU Men's Basketball
vs.
Richmond

Ski Massanutten after 12:30 p.m. on Monday and Friday and
you'll receive some money-saving financial assistance. Show
us your valid college ID - full or part time - and purchase your
lift ticket for just $12 and rent vour equipment for $10.
Bring us this ad and we'll aid you even more with an
additional $2 offyour lift ticket.
So find some friends, tear out this ad and come to
Massanutten on Monday or Friday. You'll enjoy the best twilight skiing value in the area when you ski our two new slopes
and ride our new "Quad" chairlift for just $10.

The residence halls will remain open until
Saturday at 3 p.m. Feb. 29

NFL Presentations to formerJMU Athletes
Reebok Giveaway & Pepsi 1/2 Court Shot

BI MASSANUTTEN
10 Miles East of Harrisonburg.Virginia on Route 33

Alumni game following the game

Valid 1992 Ski Season only. May not be used with other discounts.

FITS Televised

END DRIVE THRU
ROBBERY!
JFREE JMU CUP
w/ Student I.D.L
(Limit one
per student)

Drive by any fast food place and
chances arc you'll see signs saying
"Only 590" or "690 special" splashed
everywhere.
But take a closer look at the menu
and you'll see the "590 special" isn't
for a full size hambuger. It's for a
pre-made mini-burger.
At Rally's we have "specials"
every day because we have everyday
low prices. On everything.
Rally's isn't about robbery. It's
about a steal.

■

■

Wheel into our E. Market St. location

.
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Class

Men

CONTINUED from page 16

women's studies from the Undergraduate Studies
Commission. The University Council will vote on
the minor for final approval tomorrow.
The Faculty Women's Caucus started looking into
the possibility of a women's studies program at JMIJ

SALLY SANDERS/THE BREEZE

Dr. Arnie Kahn begins class.

more than a year ago.
"If we look at some of our peer institutions in the
state and across the country, we are behind the
times," O'Hare said. "A number of schools — ODU,
UVa, University of Richmond, and William Sc. Mary
— all have majors."
The committee concluded that a major isn't
feasible yet because of budget constraints, but it
approved the minor. Two new courses also were
added for the minor: Introduction to Women's
Studies and a senior course concentrated on research
and writing.
And students in this semester's Introduction to
Women's Studies class say the fight for women's
studies was worth it.
"The class has brought a lot of subconscious ideas
to the conscious," said sophomore Dan Kern, one of
the only two male students in the class. "Sexism is
very institutionalized — it's not overt like racism."
Junior Marilyn Ramos said, "I feel like I am so
aware. I just don't let things pass by anymore.
Before, I knew women weren't treated equally in the
work environment. Now, I sec it more everywhere."
O'Hare noticed this phenomena too. "We hear
them often say, we've never noticed that," she said.
"I've looked at it all the time, but I never really
noticed what I'm seeing there, and that's kind of
nice."
After the class ends, Kahn said, "I hope they will
see the world differently. We are all so well
socialized that what we see we take as being normal
and natural and the way things have to be.

SGA
CONTINUED from page 4
Ising also dismissed whispered concerns over
political associations of the group. "We do not intend
to bring any political message to campus," Ising said.
The senate barely achieved the two-thirds vote
necessary to override the executive veto. The senate
vote was 27-1 with 11 abstentions, which counted
against the "aye" votes. The executive vote had been
3-0, with one abstention and one absence.
Also at the meeting:
• Applications are now available to enter the
campaign for positions on the SGA's executive
council. They are due on March 9 by noon. The
candidates will have two weeks for campaigning
before the election on March 24.
This is the first year referendums will be allowed
on the ballot; another change this year is the lack of
spending limits on campaigns.

1. OVER
>,000
IENTS will
SpENd SpRINf

bREAkl992&

• Finance Committee Chair A-J Fischer announced
that all of the front-end budgets had been received
and that there was a 38 percent increase over last
year's requests. But he said the SGA has only
received a three percent increase in student fees.
• The senate passed a bill brought out of the food
services committee recommending that Gibbons
Dining Hall place labels above each food item on the
buffeL
■ President Pro Tern Michael Booker proposed two
bills to create changes in JMU's judiciary system and
to reduce the liberal studies requirements for natural
science to three hours.
• The Newman Lake clean-up will be this Saturday
from noon to 1 p.m.
• The next SGA meeting will be Tuesday, Feb. 25,
at S p.m. in the Highlands Room of the Warren
Campus Center.

unloving.
In Bau's opinion, it is more difficult for him to
communicate with men than it is with women.
"I think it's easier for me to deal with women on a
personal basis," he said. "I prefer the company of
women because I think there's an underlying
competitiveness among men.
"I find myself in that mind-set, when dealing with
other guys, even though I try not to be. There are just
a lot of male stereotypical expectations."
But Tinsley thinks the idea that men have
difficulty relating and communicating with one
another is ridiculous.
"There's nothing I can't tell other guys. I think
being part of the fraternity system has a lot to do
with it," he said. "I feel like I can tell my brothers
anything. Basically, I think you have to have
confidence in yourself so that you can speak up for
yourself.
"It's true that men don't cry as openly as women,
but that doesn't mean men don't have the same
emotions. Their emotions are just deeper — not on
the surface, and harder to reach. Men have to be put
in tough situations for their emotions to come ouL"

T

Jaynes
CONTINUED from page 16

history, so they understand the battles of the past.
Jaynes now works in an elementary school, telling
students short stories — like those of the days when
women weren't allowed to play sports.
She also emphasizes student athletics. "All of the
skills that I learned from being a competitive
basketball player, I now carry over to my job,"
Jaynes said. She learned how to deal with losing,
how to plan strategies and how to deal with
competition.
"Share with these young children ... all of the
kinds of things that have to do with feminine ideas,
feminine feelings, just developing a sense of what
it's like to have feminine characteristics," Jaynes
said.
Society also needs to show children the goals of
gender equity — goals that would make women the
equals of men.
"I believe that in every city in this country, there
will be, in the next hundred years, a diverse group
that will be established that will take care of
women's issues," she said. "It will be a group that is
made up of men, women, Asian, Hispanic, black,
young, old, but they're going to develop."
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OMENTATION ASSISTANTS
Applications will be available Monday, February
17 for Orientation Assistants in the following
locations: Alumnae Hall 102 & Wine-Price G-3A
(Hillside Area Office).
Application Deadline: Friday, February 28,1992
All applications should be returned to the
Hillside Area Office in Wine-Price Rm G-3A

N & CAMPUS
*afcc :©*»*■
NEW THIS WEEK
NEW NEXT TUESDAY
ADRIAN BELEW • ROLLINS BAND • POI DOG PONDERING
70 WEST WATER ST., HARRISONBURG, VA

(703) 433-5550

The Best Gift
To Give This Year
Requires
Very Little Wrapping

■DOd. The Best Gift Of All.

+

American Red Cross

The most reusable piece of plastic on campus.
The AT&T Calling Card will never go to waste. You can use it to make a call from almost
»fll ■»!■'-■
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anywhere to anywhere. Once you have one, you'll never need to apply for another. Us the least expensive way

to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. D And now you could also get 10% back on all

the long distance calls you make with your card* D Of course when you use your Calling Card, you'll

JAMAICA

always be connected to the reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T. □ So, as you see, theres
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only one way to describe the AT&T Calling Card in today's college environment. Indispensable.

Round trip airfare from Charlotte. |
7 nlphts hotel, transfers, taxes,
parties, and more.
Book now, contact:
Brian <$> 434-0556

Get an AT&T Calling Card today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 9728.
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Behind Bars

Volunteer tutors inmates at local prison
by Anno Marriott
staffwriter

r M 1 wo ^8c golden retrievers ambled
m over to an old man in a local nursing
I
home and rested their furry faces on
his knees. Suddenly, his normally
expressionless features cracked as he smiled.
Tears rolled down his face.
Thank you," he said to then freshman Lisa
Smith. Thank you."
For Smith, it was the first time she had ever
witnessed him showing any emotion, and his
gratitude hooked her into playing a bigger role as a
community volunteer.
Although Smith started volunteering with this
class project for her freshman sociology class four
years ago, Smith now says that after seeing the old
man's face, there was no going back
For the past few years. Smith has volunteered
intermittently for the soup line at the Harrisonburg
prison. The Search Home, Virginia School for the
Deaf and Blind and Citizens Against Sexual Assault
(CASA).
Today, Smith is a junior mass communication

major, and despite her busy schedule, she tutors at
the Harrisonburg Correctional Unit No. 8, helping
inmates who are working toward their General
Education Diploma, or G ED.
"They're there because they want to learn," Smith
said. "I try to encourage them as much as I can."
In her effort to help the inmates along, she spends
three hours every Monday afternoon aiding the men
with reading and math skills.
After helping the prisoners with their assigned
academic work, she offers them clips from
Newsweek or Time "that distracts them from the
norm a little, something that will hold their interest,"
Smith said.
"She's real responsible," said Brenda Cousins, the
volunteer coordinator at the prison. "She gives them
the individual attention that they don't always get"
According to Cousins, the inmates may request a
tutor in either math or literature. After determining
where the volunteer's strength lies, she arranges for
the two to meet and to study.
Of the 32 volunteers at the prison last semester,
approximately 25 were from JMU.
"We placed over 100 volunteers last semester into
SO agencies," said Danielle Draper, head of special
populations for JMU's Center for Service Learning.

VASHA HUNT /THE BREEZE

Uaa Smith enjoys a quiet afternoon
Sydney, Snath spends three hours of her

in front of Wison Hal with her dog,

tutoring at a local jail.
• •••■••••
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"I would like to see people
try to help them rather
than say, 'You're a
hopeless cause,' and
locking them away."
Lisa Smith
Volunteer
Draper added that this number was three times
more than when CSL first began in 1987.
In order to participate in the prison program.
Smith had to apply with CSL, go through a "get to
know you" session, and then attend an orientation
with Cousins.
According to Draper, the process is generally not
hard. "We just want to get a feel for their
personalities," she said.
When Smith first began tutoring at the prison, she
admits that she was slightly intimidated. "I didn't
know what to expect. You're always kind of afraid
of the unknown," she said.
Despite her nervousness. Smith said she
conquered her apprehensions. As she worked with
the prisoners, she grew to enjoy her position as a
volunteer and the relationships she developed with
the men.
"They get excited," Smith said, "when they can
use something they've learned."
According to Cousins, Smith not only helps the
inmates strengthen their academic skills, but she also
helps them build self-esteem.
"She's one of the best [volunteers]," Cousins
said.
Smith says she sees the inmates as good people
who have done something wrong rather than people
who are hopeless. "I would like to see people try to
help them rather than say, 'You're a hopeless cause,'
and locking them away," Smith said.
Instead, Smith wants to see positive changes in
her "students." She believes that with the extra help
and time volunteers provide, the inmates will be able
to leave prison, find a job and live an honest life
rather than resort back to crime.
"The solution isn't just to toss them into another
overcrowded prison and forget about them," Smith
said.
After her years at JMU, Smith wants to go to
graduate school to study law and social work. She
feels that her involvement with the prison and other
volunteer jobs have helped to decide her path.
For the moment, however, she will continue to
travel each Monday afternoon to the Harrisonburg
Correctional Center to work with her students.
"If I make a difference in one person's life then
it's all worth it," Smith said.
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Jam** Madison University'»
GflCOfC!
College of Fin* Art* of Communications KUJl'*f*BKl presents

ARK TAYLOR
and friends

Coppertone

cj
Only

Per Person
Quad Occupancy
GUARANTEED

Ihc

MASTERPIECE
Cnnm
VI -V*

Thursday, Feb. 27,1992
8 p.m. Wilson Hall
Adults $10,
Seniors/Child/JMU $6
For ticket information call the Masterpiece
Season Box Office in Harrison Hall at
(703) 568-7000. Box Office hours are
1 - 5 p.m. Monday • Friday
This program was made possible by a grant
from At Univtrsity Program Board.

Trip includes: R.T. airfare from
B.W.I., 7 nights hotel at Days
Cancun Beach Resort, transfers,
parties, all tax 8 gratuities
(except $25 dep. taxes)

TOLL - FREE 1-800-222-4432
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CHA-CHING!
Live at a place where the management
throws the parties.
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CROSSING

Apartment Community

THERE'S ALWAYS MORE TO DO AT A$HBY CROSSING, WHEN IT COMES TO
ACTIVITIES AND FUN. OUR PROFESSIONAL ON-SITE MANAGEMENT IS GOING
ALL-OUT TO THROW EVERYTHING FROM SUPER BOWL TO TAILGATE
PARTIES, AND MORE. ITS NO WONDER THE WORD IS OUT

The Best Living Is Here, At Ashby Crossing.
t
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1235-F Devon Lane, Harrisonburg, Virginia • Telephone 432-1001
Mon.- Fri. 9 A.M. to 5P.M. • Sat. 10 A.M. to 5 P.M.
Professionally managed by Snyder Hunt
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Soweto

South African music energizes audience
his head and sighs when he speaks of
the shooting that disturbed both whites
and blacks. For once he is not quick
with words.
"From long ago whites killed blacks
easily. I'm sure the man that killed my
brother was surprised at the anger —
whites were angry as well as blacks.
He probably is asking himself, "Is this
South Africa? Whites are angry
because I killed a black?"
Group member Inos Pahungula
pointed at the stage and said, "I am
happy there." But then he remembers
Headman. The moment I think of him,
I get very sad."
Happiness is an understatement to
describe the group's UPB-sponsored
CRAW NEWMAN/THE BREEZE
performance Monday night in Wilson
Hall. For nearly two hours they sang, Joseph Shabalala leads Ladysmith Black Mambazo.
danced, waved and smiled — and so
message for students.
did the audience. Joseph led audience members in
"If your parents send you to school — yes, you
chanting lines, "Now you can know Zulu, too!"
must learn — but you must also go back to your
The lyrics of Ladysmith come from Joseph's
home and develop things there," Jockey explained.
dreams and visions. Unfortunately, said Jockey
This mentality keeps the group members in their
Shabalala, dreams haven't come as often after the
home towns. "Many people ask us why we stay
death of their brother.
instead of going off where the business is," Albert
Ladysmith's mission includes spreading African
Mazibuko said. "We must stay at our home."
culture and tradition, and encouraging musicians
In many African ethnic groups, art and religion
and composers around the world to keep music
are intrinsic aspects of daily life — not separate and
close to their own culture. They have a specific
lofty as they are in Western culture.

by Meredith Walter*
stqffwriter
He is a man full of energy, faith and smiles.
It is no surprise that Joseph Shabalala breathed
life into Ladysmith Black Mambazo almost three
decades ago — although the a cappella group
garnered international recognition in 1986 for thenwork on Paul Simon's "Graceland" album.
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Shabalala is like King Midas in kente cloth, as his
overwhelming happiness rubs off on everyone
around him, grasping the hands of strangers and
saying, "God Mess you! I am Joseph."
But his gaiety is ringed with sadness.
The group Ladysmith Black Mambazo is a
metaphor embodying the beauty and sadness of
South Africa — a country rich in culture of the
various ethnic groups. Tragically, for the past four
hundred years, Dutch and English settlers have tried
to oppress the native cultures through apartheid.
Ladysmith has grown out of the traditions of the
Zulu ethnic group. And like their mother country,
prejudice has caused strife, but the group still
remains resilient and strong even in the face of the
recent slaying of a fellow group member.
Three months ago, Headman Shabalala, Joseph's
brother, was killed by an Afrikaner. Joseph shakes
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CRAM NEW*AH/THE BREEZE

Ladysmith Black Mambazo performed In Wfeon Hall Monday night.

"Many tribes don't have separate words for art
and religion. Music was always with us. Religion
was always with us. It is no different now.
Sometimes the elders will gather and tell us how to
behave ourselves," Albert said.
The group's first meeting with rock star Simon is
implanted firmly in their collective memory.
Joseph recounted, "It was Feb. 25, 1983. He
mentioned that he would like to work together. He
surprised me when he said he was a fan. I said 'We
have a fan in America?'
"He said 'Well, I think I'm the only one.'"
A few weeks later Simon sent them a tape which
included the harmonies for a song called "Homeless"
that would appear in 1986 on Graceland. The band
found Simon's attempt at their music amusing.
"We all sat around and laughed because here was
this white man with an organ singing 'drdrdruip' in a
high voice instead of 'DRDRDRUIP.'" Joseph's
voice resounded.
The product of this Western-African musical
fusion was an album which sparked global interest in
Ladysmith Black Mambazo and other performers of
Soweto musk. Since the collaboration, the group has
released three widely popular albums for the world
market Hopefully, with the success of their current
tour for their latest album "Two Worlds, One Heart,"
Joseph's dreams will start again.
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'Much Ado' brightens Theatre II
by Anne Marriott
staffwriter
A colorful cast and setting provide
the foundation for a successful
production of William Shakespeare's
"Much Ado About Nothing."

PREVIEW
Shakespeare's play mocks love and
people who are in love. This classic
seems to combine the seriousness of
"Romeo and Juliet" and the humor
and wit of last week's "Cheers."
Director Nick Rose's production of
"Much Ado About Nothing" shows
this week in Theatre II.
Set with only a circular platform on
center stage painted in spirals of four
different colors, the actors use the set
to their fullest advantage. They do not
limit themselves to the confines of the

«

stage, but rather interact with the
audience by occasionally running
though the aisles and speaking to the
people.
Although the scenery seems bare at
first, the flowing drapes from the
ceiling and the freedom of the set
draw the audience into the production.
Perhaps the most memorable
character is Benedick, performed by
Tapio Christiansen. Playing opposite
Christiansen is J. Leigh Brumfield,
portraying the stubborn yet humorous
character of Beatrice. Christiansen
and Brumfield steal the show as they
bounce jokes off of one another,
leaving the audience laughing.
Perpetuating the love affair
between Christiansen and Brumfield
are Michael J. Sweeney as Don Pedro,
Chris Yeatts as Claudio and Brian
McEntire as Leonato. Their ability to
persuade Christiansen and Brumfield

to fall in love becomes more
believable as they mix a sarcastic tone
with the visage of teenage pranksters.
Expressions play a major part in
the production. Villainous Andrew
Ross Wynn, who plays Don John,
portrays his dark character with his
shady eyes and evil laugh. His
interaction with the audience, like a
villain who wants to tell all and
receive credit, lends to his success.
The
professionalism
and
innovation of "Much Ado About
Nothing" shine throughout the
performance. The rainbow of
different expressions and acting
abilities left the audience feeling
rewarded for their attendance at the
end.
"Much Ado About Nothing" shows
in Theatre II Feb. 19 - 22 at 8 p.m.
and at 2 p.m. on Feb. 22. Admission is
$3.

Looking for something to do on
Monday nights?
■•«

Come to Breeze features meetings at 6:30.

New theater
group debuts
at restaurant
by Laura Jenkins
staff writer
The Little Grill on N. Main
Street will be offering more than
bagel sandwiches this Thursday and
FridayTlight.
A new, student-led theater group
in the Harrisonburg community
called Griots, will be presenting two
one act plays starting at 10:30 p.m.
both nights.
The group was created as a
creative outlet rather than an
academic project
"We are doing this because we
love what we do," senior Louis
Barken, one of the group's founders
and directors stated.
The plays' themes will center on
male-female relationships.
Senior Eric Quander will be
directing Tennessee Williams' "27
Wagons Full of Cotton." Barken
will be directing "The Zoo Story"
by Edward Albee.
Admission is free, donations will
be accepted.

GO FOR THE PHONE.
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DON'T MISS ANY OF THE OLYMPIC
ACTION OR
GOLD MEDAL
SAYINGS!
NOW!

433-3776
425 N. Main St.

$25 $8*
includes four
one item
large pizzas
Exp 2-29-92

T

$7SL
any large one

FOUR
™7 item pizza and
four 16oz drinks
Exp 2-29-92

$9&x
FOUR any two big 12
inch subs and
two 16oz drinks
Exp 2-29-92

$12 &x

any two large
STAR one item pizzas
M77A and four 16oz
Exp 2-29-92
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Si lltllK
Tribe too tough, Dukes fall 67-62
by Steve Miranda
stqffwriter
WILLIAMSBURG—Problems on the
road continued for the JMU women's
basketball team last night in
Williamsburg as the Dukes fell to
William & Mary, 67-62.
The Dukes have now lost six out of
their last seven away games and are
just 3-9 on the road this season.
Overall, JMU's record dropped to 1210, 5-6 in the CAA. W&M improved
to 5-16,2-8.
"We just can't play on the road,"
Moorman said. "The environment we
have at home does a lot to fire us up.
But they just don't dig down from
within to find what to takes to win on
the road."
JMU won the first meting between
the two teams on an Emily
McCracken lay up with one second left
in overtime. The rematch also went
right down to the wire. With 2:23 left
Elnora Jones hit a layup to tie the
game at 59. But W&M's Rebecca
Dayvault scored the next four points
to give the Tribe a lead they would not
relinquish.
Tiffany Williamson's two free
throws with five seconds left sealed
the win for W&M.
"They've given us all we can
handle both games," Moorman said.

"I thought we were a better club then
we were a month ago but we sure
didn't show it"
Midway through the second half the
Tribe went cold from the field but the
Dukes weren't able to capitalize on
the opportunity. For eight minutes
W&M managed just one field goal,
but the Dukes' stagnant offense was
unable to find the spark that it needed.
"We had a great opportunity to
break it open but we didn't get it done
down the stretch," Moorman said.
In the first half JMU started off
quickly, scoring the first six points of
the game. That would be the biggest
lead enjoyed by either team in a game
that saw the lead change hands 12
times.
Down by five with three minutes
left in the period, JMU freshman
Krissy Heinbaugh nailed a shot that
sent the Dukes on a mini scoring run.
But that ended with a Gail Shelley
three-pointer at the buzzer to tie the
game at 32.
W&M's Williamson led all scorers
with 22 points. Jones was the high
scorer for JMU with 19.
The Dukes' next contest is Saturday
night when they return home to the
Convocation Center to take on
American University. In the teams'
last meeting the Eagles stomped the
Dukes, 73-56. Tip off is set for 7:30.

MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE

Senior forward Brandy Cruthird beats Va. Tech's Stephanie
Carter to the hoop in the Dukes's 75-62 win Monday night.

Colonials outlast JMU, 75-70
Atext up for the Dulles.

American
When:
Saturday, Feb. 22, 7:30 p.m.
Where:
Bender Arena
All's record:
9-14, 7-4 m CAA
Head coach:
Chris Knocke (2nd year, 24-28)
Recent games: Lost 88-87 at UNC-Wilmmgton
Mon., won 69-66 at ECU Sat.
Top players:
Brian Gigeous, 6-6 forward (19.3
ppg, 6.6 rpg); Donald Grant, 6-0
guard (16. lppg> 3.4 rpg)
Series vs. JMU: JMU leads 12-6
Last meeting:
1125/92— JMU77.AU 70

by Dan Goldstein
staffv/riter
WASHINGTON, D.C. — When it rains it pours, and
following Monday afternoon's 75-70 loss at George
Washington University, the road-weary JMU men's
basketball team must feel like it's monsoon season.
The Colonials (14-8) showered the Dukes (16-8)
by connecting on 68 percent of their shots in the
second half, and got eight straight points from
forward Sonni Holland in the final four minutes to
hand JMU its third consecutive road loss.
The Dukes, who still hold a one-game edge over
Richmond in the CAA race, have had the luxury of
some much-needed rest following the GW game and
do not play again until resuming conference play
Saturday night at American.
Head coach Lefty Driesell assumed some of the
blame for his team's recent lackluster play.
"[GW] was a tough loss, but I kind of take credit
for part of it," Driesell said. "This is our fifth game
in ten days and college teams shouldn't play that
many games in a row."
For the first 36 minutes Monday, the teams battled
it out evenly and traded leads 17 times, but with the
game on the line GW mustered the energy to put
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Sparksman, two
others leave JMU
football team
by Greg Abel
sports editor
JMU football coach Rip Scherer announced
yesterday that.three players, including starting
fullback Joe Sparksman have decided to leave the
team.
Scherer said Sparksman, reserve tailback Nelson
Brockenborough and wide receiver Clif Epps each
decided on his own to leave the team.
"I just want to make it clear that it's their
decision," Scherer said. "I'm sorry for the
individuals involved. All of those guys are good
people who have made a contribution or would
have developed into a player that could make a
contribution.
"To be successful at this level takes a special
kind of commitment and I just think in each of their
cases they've decided that [playing football] is not
in their best interest."
SPARKSMAN page 27
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Diamond Dukes banking on youth in '92
by Drew van Essebtyn
stqffwriter

.%

The calendar may read February, but the the sights
and sounds from Long Field/Mauck Stadium sing of
spring as the JMU baseball team prepares for the
1992 season.
With an opening day double-header against Penn
State slated for Saturday, JMU coach Ray Heatwole
remains reserved when talking about the prospects of
his young team.
Gone is the offensive power of last year's 25-23
squad. Pitching and youth are the strong points of
the third-year coach's squad.
"Our success will hinge on two things," Heatwole
said. "How well we pitch and how quickly our young
people can take a step forward and compete at this
level."
The offense is depleted from last year, as 36 of 44
total home runs and 188 of 283 runs batted in are
gone from last year's team.
"We are going to have to be a lot more aggressive
on the bases," Heatwole said. "I think we are going
to be an exciting team for those who like to watch
baseball."
The lineup taking shape revolves around AllAmerica candidate catcher Mike Hubbard.
Hubbard, one of the team's captains along with
first baseman Whit Babcock and pitcher Hugh
Broomall, hit .356 last season and stole a team-high
13 bases. Baseball America lists Hubbard as the
ninth-ranked catcher on its list of college prospects.
An invite to the first round of the Olympic trials
last November, Hubbard will likely bat third or
fourth in the order.
Around the infield, Babcock will start at first
when he is not called on to pitch, and the
combination of junior Rob Mummau, sophomore
Jeff Kaufman and junior transfer Mike Mitchell is set
at least in personnel.
Mummau, who has started every game but one in
his three-year career at JMU, manned second base
for the last two seasons but is most likely to share
time between shortstop and second base this season.
He hit .299 last season with two home runs and 22
RBIs and will hit somewhere in the middle of the
lineup.

•»•
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JMU baaibal coach Ray Heatwole.

MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE

Junior third baseman Mike Mitchell goes through batting drib in practice Tuesday.
Kaufman, the most experienced position player
among the sophomores, played in 39 games last year,
starting 28. He will play the other position in the
Keystone combination for the Dukes.
Mitchell was a shortstop at Montgomery
Community College in Pennsylvania, but he most
likely will be at third base for the Dukes. He was
successful in 33 of 38 stolen base attempts in junior
college, and could provide a lead-off spark.
In the outfield, four year starters Dwight Rowe
and Kurt Johnson must be replaced, and the decision
of who will fill their shoes is to be determined by
whether the Dukes face a left or right-handed
pitcher.
Left-handed hitter Brian Morabito, a junior who
has been a part-time starter since his freshman year,
is the most experienced of the unit He started 35
games last year and batted .322 with 22 RBIs.
Junior Pete Angstadt saw limited action last
season, but should see more playing time because he
is the Dukes' only switch hitter.
Sophomore Chris Williams and freshman Chad
Ginder are both making the transition from shortstop
in high school to outfield in the college ranks. Ginder
will platoon, and possesses the best arm among the
'JMU outfielders. When not catching, Hubbard will
also spend some lime in the outfield.
"We are solid from top to bottom," Mike Mitchell
said. "We have a lot of good athletes and a tight unit,
and our staff is capable of winning in the
conference."
The pitching staff is headlined by Broomall and
junior right-hander Larry Mitchell. Mitchell's status
will be determined by the success of the rest of the
staff. He is rated as the 39th top prospect by
Baseball America, and was also invited to the
Olympic tryouts last fall. With a fastball clocked in
the upper-80s, and good movement on the ball,
Mitchell is seen ideally as the Dukes' primary closer.
After tying the JMU record for appearances in one
season with 18, Broomall's versatile style will again
be his main strength. The senior right-hander from
Newark, Del. will look to improve on his 9-6 career

record and 4 saves as either a starter or closer for
Heatwole.
Junior right-hander Kevin Woody, who led the
staff with five wins a year ago, along with transfer
Rick Croushore will provide support and depth to the
pitching staff.
Left-handers Corey Refiner, Scott Forster, and
Greg Whiteman, as well as freshman right-hander
Joe Lucas could vie for spots in the starting rotation.
Junior Terry Whitesell will use his durability to
provide middle relief.
"We have a deep pitching staff," said Kevin
Anderson, first year pitching coach. "We want our
pitchers to go as hard as they can for as long as they
can. Our philosophy is not complete games, but
rather one inning at a time."
Key reserves for the Dukes include sophomore
Jason Troilo who will see more action this spring,
giving Hubbard rest time at catcher. Heatwole will
also look for freshman Kevin Nehring, who had 13
career home runs and a .434 batting average in high
school, to make a contribution coming off the bench.
"We have contact hitters and speed throughout the
order," Mike Mitchell said. "That should compensate
for the power we lost from last year."
The Dukes look to be in the middle of a dogfight
for the Colonial Athletic Association title. And any
hopes for post season regional play are dependent on
the CAA results.
"We are going to have to play very intelligently,"
Heatwole said. "The conference will be the toughest
it has ever been.
"George Mason is probably the best hitting club in
the East. Richmond has everybody back, and Old
Dominion is always hard to beat."
The team has high expectations for the season.
Miami summed it up by saying, "Our main goal is to
win the CAA, but to reach the Regional playoffs in
May would be a great end to the season."
The Dukes kick off their season on Saturday with
a doubleheader against Penn State. Kevin Woody
starts the first game for JMU, and Larry Mitchell
throws in the second game. The first pilch is at noon.
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Loss.
CONTINUED from page 25
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together a final spurt past the Dukes.
Holland came off the bench as a reserve due to a
sprained ankle and knee injury, and had difficulty
finding his rhythm, shooting two of seven from the
floor. But with GW trailing by one point at 60-59
with 4:08 remaining, the 6-foot-7 junior took charge.
Even though guards Dirkk Surles and Alvin
Pearsall combined for 38 points from the outside on
16 of 23 shooting, they worked the ball inside to
Holland who produced eight hard-fought points.
Holland's efforts sparked a 10-1 run to put the score
at 69-61, GW's largest lead of the game.
"Sonni was struggling, but the guys kept going to
him," said GW coach Mike Jarvis.
With the game slipping away, the Dukes rushed
their shots and made poor passing decisions. JMU
did not score a bucket from the floor for over eight
minutes until Bryan Edwards and William Davis
connected on consecutive three-point shots to narrow
the margin to four points with 21 seconds left
The Dukes were forced to put the Colonials on the
free throw line where they went four of six to
produce the final score. Edwards and Davis led the
Dukes with 17 and 14 points, respectively.
The Dukes' game at American on Saturday
provides the team with the chance to break two
losing streaks. Of immediate concern is the Dukes'
current three-game skid, but JMU also has not won
at American since Feb. 9, 1987. Driesell has never
won at AU's Bender Arena.
The Eagles, who have played a very competitive
schedule this season, are 9-14 and a third place 7-4
in the C A A. Game time is 7:30 p.m.
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Sparksman—
CONTINUED from page 25

JMU sports information director
Gary Michael said none of the three
players have said they plan to transfer
to other schools. All three were
scholarship players and will lose those
grants.
In 10 regular season games in 1991,
Sparksman rushed for 288 yards and
two touchdowns while being used
primarily as a blocking back out of
JMU's I-formation offense. He has
two years of eligibilty remaining.
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Troy Bostk had six points for the Dukes.
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Brockenborough carried for 74
yards and a touchdown as a running
back and took part in four tackles as a
special teams player last season. In
JMU's playoff game with Samford,
the redshirt freshman ran for 34 yards
and caught a pass after replacing
injured starter Kenny Sims. He has
three years of eligiblity remaining.
Epps, a freshman, worked as a wide
receiver during the season but did not
appear in a game. He has four
remaining seasons of eligibility.

Automotive Services
performed by
Professional Mechanics:

a
0
2
0
0
6
0
3
1
1
13

Percentages: FG—516, FT—61.1, 3-point goals—4-8, 50.0
(Surles 2-4, Pearsall 2-3. Hammons 0-1).

Spring fever? Support the JMU\
baseball team Saturday at noon.
.,
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Grapplers edge
Shippensburg
The JMU wrestling team
Tuesday improved its season
record to 4-7 at Shippensburg with
an 18-17 win.
After cruising to victories in the
first five weight classes, the
Dukes' heavier wrestlers couldn't
keep pace as JMU dropped the
final five matches of the match and
barely hung on for the win.
Bobby Phillips, JMU's 118pounder, recorded the only pin of
the match. Other winners for the
Dukes included Brain Dugan (126pounds), Jared Giordano (134),
Jude Arena (142), and Townley
Hedrick (150).

out of Bridgeforth Stadium
yesterday. Coach Rip Scherer
announced that Rhad Miles, a
running back from Silver Spring,
Md. has signed a scholarship to
play for the Dukes.
The 5-foot-8, 190-pound Miles
was
an
All-Metropolitan
Washington D.C. selection in 1991
at High Point High School.
He ran for 1,386 yards and 22
touchdowns in regular season play
and for 431 yards and five scores
in post season games last season.
"He's really a highly recruited
player," Scherer said. "He was led
to believe he had offers at some IA schools. He also had offers from
(I-AA) Marshall and Delaware."

Scherer signs AllMetro running back

Women's tennis home
Sat. vs. Maryland

In the wake of the news that
JMU football will be without
fullback Joe Sparksman next
season, there was some good news

The JMU women's tennis team
opens its home fall season
Saturday when the team takes on
Maryland. Match time is 4 p.m.

l-~- ■■■■>■
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Housing Dilemma?
Don't Panic!
It's Not Too
Late to Rent
at the
Commons.

/»•

A

Each fully furnished 4 bedroom
apartment comes with:
Double bed in each bedroom
Spacious bathroom w/ full length mirror
Stain resistant wall to wall carpet
Patio or balcony
Built in microwave oven
Garbage disposal
Free sewer & water
Full time maintenance^
Full size washer and dryer
in each unit
FREE CABLE hook-ups
in each bedroom &
one in the living room
Office Hours
5 telephone hook-ups
Mon.-Fri.- 9-5
one in each bedroom &
Sat. - 10-5
one in the living room
Olin.- By Appointment Only
PURCELL
PARK

IES
MADISON
INIVERSITY

The Commons
Apartments are
renting fast...
Call The
Commons
today at
432-0600 and
get off campus
this fall!
jt&*
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THE FAR SIDE/Gary Larson

VBMWatterson
HE W*SNT?

wow.'

WELL, UOBBES
TOOK.10UR
CHAIR. Sotttf.

l LIKE
MS CHAIRS
PRE WARMED

•

Ail
l*#»*^.

\

...Ml

m.^^«» .....

MSIP^2N
HEKNOriS l\
HATE THIS. )

/

/ ^
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THIS IS NN SNOW SCULPTURE.
"BOURGEOIS BUFFOON.' CAN
100 BELIEVE MOM REJECTED
MIGRANT
APPLICATION
> 1 TO CONTINUE
MAKING THESE*

WUH

DO

10U NEED
A GRANT?

VM ON THE
CUTTING EDGE

QFftRT.' W
WORK. DESERVES
PVJ&UC SUPPORT'

WHAT IF TUE PUBLIC DOESNT
LIKE y0V)R WORK ?
.
TUEXB£KJTS»WS»
TO LIKE IT.' THIS IS

mm W* STUFF.'

I'M CRITICIZIHGTHE LOWBROWS WHO
CANT APPRECIATE
GREAT ART LIKE TWS.'

BUTWLLA WHAT DO SOU
TAKE THEIR/ WANT ME TO
MOKE'*. J \», SUFFER?7

tFi I

"Hey! So I made the wrong decision!... But you know,

I DREAMT I WAS IN COUE.CE/Steve Cindoyan

I reedy wasn't sure I wanted to swing on a star, carry
moonbeams home in a Jarl"

i

—
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i

mmw^m^^^
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FOR RENT
Mags feat], NC - 2 RttRRj new houses.
hiy bmktod. WO, dUmMiwr, Mftnl «C
Available May 1-Aug. 31. Slaaps 7.
$1.450/mo Sleeps 9 (3 floors). $1,B0CVmo
(104)860-1532

2 M Apia. Ctooo To JMU - 4 grit need 2
more «J share rag house. $180rmo.Aho 7 BR
house. 290 W Woet hrjvidual leases 433
6156.IN

AUGUST RENTALS
(DUTCHMILL (XHJRT-4 BLOCKS)

1 BEDROOM APTS.
(DUTCHMILL COURT)
-FREE M 30 Days Rant
-Short Monlh-Morth L«as« Or
Longer
-OtposNN^otlabto
-$31SPtr Month

(AmengTheLargeetiOuleeie1384IR

1BRAPT. $315
3BRTOWNHOUSE $550
(10NLY)
(WPBt UMQf 8MSTEIMB.
(ACC0MO0ATBS4 PEOPU)

4 BR TOWNHOUSE $700
(2-1/2 BATHS) (1 ONLY)

Apple* To Al Unto WNh Leoeee
(Good Only While Supply Laets)
Quiet, No Parties
4 Btocks From JMU.

All Unto Are Vary Out* (Mo Parties),
Have Large Bfla » Private Patloa For
lownnoutM. uooo rwfyrwxiiooG,

Safa, WaH-Ut NatghbonSood

On Bin Route

434-2100 (Owner/Manager)

(OwierWonagar)
2*1 Campbell SL - Avalebls Juna 1, 92 to
May 31. •93.433*047
Large Hauoa - 4 or 5 BRs, E Market Si
433-2126
Unrvoreay Cawl - $S60/mo. 3 Bfl, 2 bath.
W/0. patio, pool, least 8/1/92-7/31/93
UsuMy to 3 sajderts Got S68-4394.

4 IR, 2 lath Houaa Far Rent - In town
location. On bus route Nee yard. Iron porch.
OW. W/O, Juna -92-May '93 $850/mo plus
alias Cal Bob Mtor. (703) 743-7639
Why Settle For Loao when you can have
I roe maid service at HurSers FWpol

MCECONDO
4 Block! From JMU

5160/Month Each
wine, sewer, irasn rtcnup net

August Rental

For Do tolls Call

1290 Country Ctuk Caurt- End Unit
3 Me, 2-1 /2 lathe, Partially Fumiohtd
114 People)

4344866

From $575 For 3 People

434-7172 Afar 6 PM
Nice 4 IR Houaa 2 blocks trom campus
WO, fireplace May May Iteso. $190MMH.
Cal 434-1139

MM
1982-1913 Term
4 RRhJIy furnished (W«, mtcrowovo)
MNllOCflMn Wlthm M4KK1 Of JMU.
Groups ef4or5
For more Information, please cal
432-8541, Knupp Real Estate
College Station - 4 studonts for 4 BR
townhouts. Furnished, W/O, A/C, carpet,
0W. S200/mo. Lease begins Aug. 25, '92.
(703) 250-7137

AUGUST RENTALS
(ROSEDALE SUBDIVISION}
3BRDupwx $410
Excallart condition
Quilt (No Parties)
All appilanoM, irwrgy iff tclmt,
largi back yard, naw ihad,
on bus route,
Mk neighborhood.

434-2100
(Ownar/Managar)
Save t - Hunters Mge 4 M Teemheuaa Local owner, furnished, many extras! For
87V2. $220/person 4331333 after 6 pm
College Station - 3 or 4 rooms avojleblo lor
get. terSS year. Phone 434-1411.

L

Cheep! FII/US Seixed - '89 Mercedes,
$200.16 VW, $50 "87 Mercedes, $100. W
Mustang, $50. Choose from thousands
starting $25. 24-hour recording reveals
details. (801) 379-2928. Copyright tVAl 1KJC
A Refrigerator - Used or now. Call Dan
ASAP, 15514.

Rass Player Needed - Classic/hard rock,
originals Cal Charlie. i7458 or Matt, 564
1533
2 Tickets To U2 Concert In Hampton (or
anywhere). Cal Amy, x3525 (day), 564-1532
(evenings).

Almoat New, Very Energy Efflclent,

le Sole, Wei Ut, 8 On Boa Route

434-2100

1980 Red RMW- Rune good, col 432-6135
or 5684617.

Units Near JMU)

04 4 OS UMTS CAN IE PARTLY FOWaSHED)

Beginning Between Today a April 30

FOR SALE

Large Howe - Close to downtown, tor 7-1
people p4us equel share of unteee. Avasabie
Aug w(h 1 year lease 8 deposit. Large BRs,
rvng room 8 ofl-street parking 433-1873
4 We, 2 Roths, 3 Hocks To Rue Stop
$185/mo 3 BRs, 2-1/2 bahe, 2 blocks to bus
stop, $1754210/mo. Both futy lurnished,
W/0, Art, share utilities Individual leases
available June 1 or Aug 1 434-3397 or 5683206

SSShhtthh
rs a

Apartment Community
PARK APARTMENTS
'Great etuiiiinudeauis lor e
Ou* Stjo} Envtonmers
•Our UejHy Package Is one of to best
Sooooooo much more at Pan
CUM

433-2821 BIO

Leaee Now 8 Get Free Maid Service ai
Humors Ridge! Cal 4345150
fISMkx, 2 Or 4 BR, 1 Mock From JMU Available Aug 92 Cal 433-1010.

SPECIAL
Cantrell Ave.-Main St.
Area
IBRApt. $250
2 BR Apt. $350
3BRApt. $450

434-1847
J4i Apartments

ROOM

For laaWM - Red negolable. Cal
432-0925 (Ctoss location).

DM You Know Hunters Ridge otters I
maid service' Cal 434-5150

Yes, B*a True, trao maid service at Hunters
R«Jge! Col 434-5150

CasygoIng Female Rotmmstt Manor Cal Cathy or Chna, 432-0521

LOST & FOUND
Loot - Watch win savor toco, purplish-Wue
band. Great sentimental value-Christmas
proosrl from loved one. Reward-please cal
Carolyn, 584-1168.

HELP WANTED
Fundraiser - We're looking for a top
fraternity, sorority or student organization thai
would ma to earn $50041.500 tor a 1-week
on-campus marketing projoct. Must bo
organized 8 hard working. Call JoAnn at
(800) 592-2121, aa 115.
$40,000/Yr1 Road looks 8 TV Scripts - Rl
out simple "RuVdonl Ru* form. Easy! Fun,
relating at homo, beach, vacations.
Guaranteed paycheck. 24-hour recording,
(801)379-2925 CopyngrtfVA11KEB
Alaska Summer Employment - Fisheries
Earn $5.000wmo Free taroportation! Room
8 boardl Over 8,000 openings. No esjenonce
necessary. Mala or female. For employment
program cal Sluderi Employment Services at
(206)5454155 0X1.219.
Female Graduate Student Wanted to fee n
Free room 6 board n exchange lor child care
dunes* year old 5 pm on Mort-Frl 8 2 Sat
rughtvmomh Excellent location on S Main
St Cal Hokt. 564-2779 8 leave message or
cMafmrepm.
Warehouse/Delivery - Part time, 1-5 pm,
Morv -Fri Musi have good driving record 434
9975
Camp Counselors- Holiday Lake 4H Corner
is accepting applications tor summer camp
counselors. Musi be 19 years ok) or older.
The following positions are available:
Njrse/EMT, Food Service Manager,
canoeing,
horsemanship,
archery,
nature/aquatic
science,
rillery,
outdoor/adventure program & theatre arts
Salary plus room 8 board during week,
weekends off. Application deadine-Mar. 1.
For additional information 8 application,
contact Richard Puiam or John Meadows a)
Holiday Lake 4H Center. Rt. 2, Bo. 630,
Appamartoi, VA 24522 or cal (804) 2485444. An Equal Opportunity Employer
J5044O to anyone who wa board 2 cats unti
May or June. De-clawed 8 spayed Contact
Dave al 433-7501.

Wolf Trap Foundetlen Hospitality Summer positions available al Wol Trap.
Duties include grocery shopping, arranging
food 8 beverages tor performer's meals 8
dressing moms. No cooking involved. Must
be 21 ywarsor older Cal (703) 255-1902 tor
infcrtttrvtow.
Challenging Summer Jobs w«i outdoor tun,
salary 8 room/board in camps tor disabled
persons. Need maeVtomale camp counselors,
lifeguards 8 specialists in food service,
canoeing 8 campitv/nature In beeuMuf Blue
Ridge Mountains or near Va.'s east coast
Great experience for any future career!
Training provided. Apply ASAP to Camp
Easter Seal Box 5496. Roonoke, Va. 24012.
(800)365-1656.

SERVICES
Terrific Typist - Fast, accurate, resumes,
rush jobs, near JMU. 4344332
Study Abroad In Australia - Information on
semester, year, graduate, summer 8
internship programs in Perth, TownevHIe,
Sydney 6 Melbourne. Programs Stan al
$3520. CM (800) 878-3696.
Karats For Men 8 Women - Class size
limited, 2 free classes per person. Mon 8
Wed., 7-99) pm, Wrestling Room. Godwin
Hall, Head Instructor-Jim Cotlman, 5th
Degree Black Bet Cal 4344824.
The Terrified Typlet - Fast, accurate.
reasonable 434-2603, leave menage.
Music ly Netlonel DJ Connection Professional sound ersertanmert Cal 4330360.

Resident Camp Start - Assistant director,
business manager, RN, kitchen stall, unit
counselors A leaders, program specialist,
pool aVsctor 8 lifeguards needed. June 13Aug. 11. 2 seasonal resident camps located
near Haimoflbum, A Leeeburg. Va. Coned
Ruth Eneor. QSCNC, 2233 Wscorvon Asa.
NW, Washington. DC 20007-4187. (202) 3374300 EOF.

ROSEMARY DEMPSEY
Action VP For NOW
Tonight, 7 pm
Highlands Room, WCC
She will be speaking about the
"We Won't Go Back" March
on April 5, reproductive
rights 4 the recent backlash
on feminists.
All interested are welcome.
Sponsored by Equal
You've Got N MaW Al Hunters Riogel Free'
Yes. tree maid service-col now, 4344150.
Emerglcars - "Where patients send their
friends.' Common illnesses 8 injuries.
Prompt. Affordablo. X-Ray Laboratory.
Pharmacy. Bank cards accepted. 9 am-9 pm
Mon-SaL
Donl Sign Thet Otl-Cempue Housing
uno) youVs coneuttod He Cantor lor OflCarrpus Uvvig In tie WCC! Moke an
appoMnenl now to get lease advising tor tree
before you are to a tops*/ bMng contact!
Calx«259Todayl
Pal Chi (Psychology Namnel Honor Socwty)
apptcaliona an available in Johnston They
are due Feb. 28.

Poneme City, Florida - 8 days/7 nights,
$129 Beecffrort rxndoarhototo, tree parses,
promotional discounts, transportation 8
kitchens available. (703) 8874936 or (800)
234-7007.
Europe TMs Summer? Jet there anytime tor
$180 with Airrolch. (Reported in LoTS Gol 8
NY Tanas) Cartobean, $189 round** air to
someplace sunny. Hitch a ride. Arhtch, (212)
864-2000
Ski - Intercollegiate Ski Weeks, $189.
Includes: 5 day sfl ticket, 5 nights lodging
(mountarside condo), 5 days nercc*giete
activities (legal ago-fS). Sponsored by
Labarfs $ Ml. Sutton. Canada (just across
Vermont border). Group leader discounts.
Spring break "92. Cal Ski Travel Unlimited
(800)998-SKI-9

PERSONALS
Greek Orthodox Students intsresied in
anendmg church services, please cal X4552

Tired Of Being One Of The
VILLAGE PEOPLE?
Are Your SHORTS Getting
Old?
is CONVERSE Wearing Thin?
It you went to move oft campus but don't know
ho* to at ft...
Come to our oil campus workshop 8 wel heap
you trough al
"MOVING ON: MOVING Of P
Orientation To Off-Campus Living

Wolf Trap Foundation Drive™ - Summer
possons avassbh at WoH Trap. Must be 18
years or older 8 have s good driving record
Familiarity with DC/No VA/MD helpful
Variety of responstoilities Cal (703) 2551902 tor ntonrservww

aWaaiila-ilili - Sometimes you have to have
quiet to cosset your thoogtss Al Park Apts.
wa want to hob you to achieve that goal Ask
about our Uttty Package ts one of fw best
433^821 EHO

Feb. 167pm Converse Halt
Feb. 16 9pm HenooaHsl
Feb. 18 8pmShore)HM
Fob 23 7pm Goiter Hal
Fob 23 9pm CtovsmndMat
Feb. 28 9pm McGraw-Long Hal
hems to be discussed iodide:
-Houekig Search Process
-Legal Aspects Of UndbmrTenani
ReiatonaMp
-Livwig In The Community
■msjaWWa%toOmMsafcMCass»s»ia»s

AT - Soterhood week is gomg lo end wan ■
blaattCiabyoudeieaajetsetlorfuni

Greeks - We have jewsty in stock. Greek I
thee, 434-2718

4345150 (Humors Ridge)
ACT StoMsrs - You"* empty the best! Love,
your Secret Sisters

WE'RE MAKIlV THE MOVE...
toWlne-PrlceonFeb.28!
The Comer tor C*-Campus Living A the
Commuter Student Cound wfl be moving
tieir onVee to the tabby of Wiw^Priee due to
toe construction of lie WCC
CCSJEWTOSEEUSSOMETROE!
Studying le Serious Buainooa - At Park
Apts. we offer you a good, quiel study
environment. Ask about our Utility Package
its one of the best 433-2621 EHO
RunFofSOAPresiosnt
Attention AM Education Majors 8 Minors The Sluderi Education Association wil have
a pizza party 8 elections for officers on
Thurs , Fob. 20, 6:30 pm. Education Bkfg
room 128.
AXQ Consulates Cindy Payne 8 Jenny
Forehand
on
becoming
Sludeni
Ambassadors

Junior Or Sanior English Majors
w* a 3.25 overall GPAI a 3.6 Engteh
GPA are eligible to appty for
membership in Sigma Tau Delta, the
English Honor Society
See Dr Jean Cash in Keezell 212 or call her
at 16134 by Fob. 24.
PWpsjetl Loving, Inancialy secure couple
in warm but larrtay empty Va homo tongs to
adopt whits infant to enrich our tvss. Cal
Laum 8 Erfccolott (804) 2664057.
Why Get Stuck la The Cold whan the
Hunters Ridge bus is on its way? CM now,
tossing last 4344150
Intereeted in Physical Therapy Graduate
School? Come hoar a representative from
Shenandoah Untofsfey* PT program. Thurs.,
2/20/92. 6 pm, Triswator Room, WCC. ProPhysical Therapy Society. Everyone
wae»rrWlCsjsa«oro>«MAmy,x5C51.
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UeAaee - Piyehal Ratteen tomorrow! Your
•X« B<g Brolhara bva you
i Up Far Spring Ira* at lata night
eerabfca. 43M7B2.

Of al the fMts of skHI,
the most difficult is being
nonesi.
-Marts dt Beausagi
JMU HONOR COUNCIL
Mane Up Per Sena* letek - Sat. Fab 22.
Ck)toimV22l Urwenty BM

■—■ _ ■
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ALL AGES-NO ID REQUIRED
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performed by Jim Budziut, Friday night at
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Tanya - Happy 20lh Birthday.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
RUN FOR OFFICE
Efcj*% petals for the
1982 SGA/Honor Council

Fri., Feb. 21,10pm-1 am
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The International Fraternity of
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Sat, Fab. 22 Clayboma'j brings tha baach to
you-no charge!

Come to our photo meetings * MM
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Anthony-Seeger.
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news tip?

LIVING FOR JMU STUDENTS
Olde Mill Village offers an excellent location (on South
Avenue behind 7-11)...within easy walking distance of
JMU...as well as the most spacious 4-bedroom units
available (almost 1300 square feet). Because of its many
excellent features, Olde Mill Village has become the
most popular student community in Harrlsonburg. Don't
get left out..reserve your unit (or room) today!

SELL OFF
DAYTONA
BEACH

INDIVIDUAL AT
NO EXTRA. CHARGE

HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

nezvstip?

CANCUN jjfg

Partial Groups
Qradnafco Students

COLDUieiX
BANKER □

x61-27

BREAK
HEAD QUARTERS

AVATT.ABT.F.
FOR:

A MEMBER OFTHE
(Tl
SEARS FINANCIAL NETWORK HI

Call Lisa. Christy
or Ian if you
have a clue
on big news.

Professionally Managed By:
Horsley and Constable
Property Management Division
434-1173 or 432-9502
OLDE MILL VJTLLAGE OFFERS
YOUR COMFORT & SECURITY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pedal on the level-no hills or intersutes to cross
Basketball court
On-site management
Pre-wired for television, telephone, & computer
Dcadbolts & door viewers on all apartments
Lighted parking lot & walkways
On city bus line to campus & Valley Mall
No sliding glass doors

4fe

BEST HOTEL GUARANTEE
BEST PRICE GUARANTEE
BEST LOCATION
COMPLETE HOLIDAY
PACKAGE
7 NIGHTS ACCOMODATION AT
CENTRALLY LOCATED HOTELS
SERVICES OF REPRESENTATIVES
EXCLUSIVE "POOL PARTIES'
COMPLETE ITINERARY OUTLINING
DAILY ACTIVITIES
EXCLUSIVE "NEON" WRISTBAND
AND DISCOUNT CARDS

ORGANIZE A GROUP
AND TRAVEL FREE

1-800-724-1555
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JMU s FAVORITE
STUDY HABIT.
-".

When you're ready for a study
I® break, give us a call. We'll be right
over with a custom-baked, piping
hot pizza, delivered in 30 minutes
or less. We guarantee it! So call
Domino's Pizza today.

C&Z3 <
v^

433-2300 JMU/Downtown
433-3111 Valley Mall/Port Republic Rd.
Hours:
Sun.-Thur. 11 a.m.-la.m.
Fri.-Sat. 11 a.m.-2a.m.

PIZZA PANIC

MEAL DEAL

FREE 6-PACK of
COCA-COLA

Get a large pizza with two toppings
and 4 Coca-Colas for just

Get a medium pizza with one topping Buy any pizza with two or more toppings
and get a free 6-pack of Coca-Cola.
and 2 Coca-Colas for just

$11.99

$6.99

expires 2-28-92

expires 2-28-92

-*»"'—-—-*-~-«—

'

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S
How You Like Pizza at Home.

TdH»,^.fc^^r'

0

SAVE

$2.50

expires 2-28-92
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MEDIUM DOUBLES

PAN DOUBLES

LARGE DOUBLES

Get two medium pizzas with one
topping on each for just

Get two pan pizzas with one
topping on each for just

Get two large pizzas with
one topping on each for just

$10.99

$11.99

$12.99

expires 2-28-92

expires 2-28-92

expires 2-28-92
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Roommates — still can't get rid of them
by Vince Rhodes
staffwriter

Sweat pouring from his brow, he
backed slowly to the wall. His
roommate laughed nervously, leveling
the shotgun at his forehead.
"You left cereal in the sink," the
roommate whispered. "I HATE Rice
Krispies!"
Choosing the perfect off-campus
roommates can often be as easy as
Finding a table at Duke's at 6 p.m.
Even when it seems people are
compatible, some commuters find
themselves sharing an apartment with
the housemate from hell.
"He's the Jeffrey Dahmer of
roommates,'' Tom said, who, like the
other people in the story, asked that
his name be changed to avoid painful
retribution from an angry housemate.
"He has different personalities. He's
just really hard to live with.
"The big problem we have is the
TV," Tom explained. "My roommate
is always watching something on TV.
So, I'm always stuck watching what
he wants to see."
In fact, Tom says he rarely gets to
see an entire episode of anything.
"He changes the channel more than
anyone I know," he says. "You can't
watch a program for more than five
minutes.
"The person with the remote
control is king — he has absolute

control. So, we have wars. The remote
control gets hidden a lot"
"How many times have I asked you
not to store biology projects in the
refrigerator," the exasperated student
shouted. "I'd throw it away, but I
can't catch it."
His roommate's shouted reply
drifts down the stairs: "It's not a
project, I cooked dinner for my
girlfriend last night."
Cleanliness is a common complaint
among housemates. "A lot of
problems come about because of
household responsibilities," said Dick,
who lives in an apartment with four
other guys. "I do a lot of the chores.
Dishes will pile up in the sink until I
wash them. It gets so nasty that the
whole house reeks."
Jennifer recalls similar stories
about her former roommate. "She
never threw away her leftovers.
They'd get moldy and gross. You'd
open a Tupperware container and
there would be huge patches of green
mold with white fuzz. The smell was
horrible."
Harry had only one comment about
his messy roommate: "It was really
hard getting used to living with
someone who doesn't flush the toilet."
He would offer no further
explanations.
But Clyde is quick to admit that he

KATHY ALCORN/THE BREEZE
Dirty dishes in the sink on turn people into raving maniacs.

has faults of his own. "Basically, I'm
a slob and none of my other
roommates can get behind that
lifestyle."
"Boyfriend!" the hysteric student
shrieked to her classmate. "He could
have been her Siamese twin! They
were always together —joined at the
hip!"
Relationships can also be a source
of ire between roommates. "We
mostly had boyfriend problems,"
Jennifer said.
"I had a
boyfriend and
she didn't —
that was the
problem.
" M y
boyfriend
didn't come
often
—
maybe twice a
semester,"
Jennifer said.
"I told her he

ANDY SAFFRON/THE BREEZE
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way in advance. She volunteered to
sleep on the couch, but then, when he
came, she started acting really psycho.
She'd ignore everyone and act very
upset"
But Clyde's most interesting
experiences came from living in a
house full of women. "I felt out of
place because I couldn't talk about my
lack of breasts." Clyde said, claiming
that breast size was a very important
topic of discussion to his female
friends.
"The conflicts come from the fact
that I identify with Parker Lewis and
he identifies with Alex Keaton,"
Clyde said
But Jennifer thinks that separation
has been good for her relationship
with her best friend. "If we had
continued to live together, it would
have been a big problem," she said.
"We needed some time away. I'd live
with her again, but I wouldn't share a
room with her. We just didn't have
any privacy."
"We've all changed a lot," said
Dick. "I'm finding out that these
aren't the people I'm most similar to."

Pip DaLuca, Alan NwfcowNz, OmU
directed to Wendy TXfcrren, edtor.
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Free

Students love off-campus pluses

by Jessica Jenkins
staff writer
Once students experience offcampus life, few go back.
"If I had to live on campus again,
I'd kill myself," junior Kembrew
McLeod said. "It's just a little cubicle
and it completely restricts your
freedom."
McLeod enjoys living among
Harrisonburg residents. He recalled a
particularly memorable incident when
a friend lost his contacts on the porch
and threw up on top of them. McLeod
saw a neighbor watching the guest
search through his own vomit "She
already thinks we're Satanic, and that
just made it worse."
"Pets are a plus," said junior Jodi
Darby. "I like having two dogs and
three cats in the house, and (referring
to the rule that only pets who live in
water are allowed in dormitories) it
would be hard to keep a cat
submerged in water for 24 hours."
As for money matters, rent seems to
be the most important factor.
McLeod, who lives in a house, says
he saves money. Comparing the price
of a housing contract to rent, he said

he saves about $120 per month.
Senior John Stamper, who lives in
Ashby Crossing, said that living off
campus costs about the same as living
on campus. But for Madison Manor
resident
sophomore
Kristin

you want," Stamper said. "And you
don't have to worry about RA's."
Darby said she enjoys being able to
have people over. "I like having
dinners and cooking for my friends,"
she said.

KATHY ALCORN/THE BREEZE

No one ever takes out the trash when if s their turn.
Rohdenburg, off-campus costs "a little
more, but it's definitely worth it"
Senior George Finch finds the
freedom of off-campus life important.
"You can crank your stereo almost as
loud as you want"
Parties provide another incentive to
leave campus. "Keg parties whenever

Rohdenburg said she likes having
her own kitchen. "I can eat whenever I
want and I don't have to go to D-hall
at certain limes."
Students also found it more
convenient to park their cars off
campus. "If you have your own car
you have easier access to things

around Harrisonburg instead of just
JMU," Stamper said.
Darby said she liked "not having to
feel as though your life is confined to
campus.
It's always nice to be able to leave
campus if you want It makes you feel
like you actually have some sort of
life."
George Bibbins said the cleanliness
of his apartment made off-campus
living better than the dorms. "There's
no constant mess," he said.
Darby agreed, saying, "There's
more work involved, like doing the
dishes, but it's a lot better too because
you don't have to wash your dishes in
the bathroom sink."
Many students enjoy the freedom of
their own bedroom. Finch said it's
helpful when dating to live off campus
if you have your own room.
Rohdenburg said she finds it easier
to get along with other people living
in an apartment.
"It's different than having
roommates where we had to get along.
You can come and go when you
want"
"Basically, all of that comes under
freedom, room to roam," Bibbins said.

Learning to live with the opposite sex
by Anne Marriott
staffwriter
Deciding whether to watch "The Walton's" or
"Sports Center" doesn't seem like a difficult
decision, but for senior Jack Timmeny it's a major
part of life with three females.
"We just have your occasional television fight"
Timmeny said of his roommates.
Like many JMU students, Timmeny lives with
members of the opposite sex in an apartment. He
said their relationship has almost developed into a
sort of "brotherly love."
Junior Michelle Joyce said that their living
arrangement has been compared to that of the 1970s
sitcom "Three's Company." "We even have a guy
named Jack," she said.
Timmeny moved in with the three women during
May session last year. The year before, the four
lived in the same residence hall. After a fourth
female backed out of the lease to move off campus,
Timmeny stepped in and said that he would take it
"My dad thought that it was weird," junior Heidi
Lasmanis said.
Joyce waited until she signed the lease to tell her
mother the news. She was surprised when her

mother said she thought it would be safer with a
man living in the house. "My mom thought that it
would be great," she said.
The major obstacle turned out to be breaking the
news to their romantic interest.
"The parents' reactions were nothing compared to
the the boyfriend's reaction," Lasmanis said. Her
boyfriend was upset with the living arrangements.
He told her "it was a closed subject never to be
brought up again." After he got to know Timmeny,
though, everything was fine.
Just like a family, they all have chores to do to
keep the apartment clean.
Timmeny says women are much more responsible
and cleaner than men are. "I know that they save me
when I get ink spots," he said.
Lasmanis said they tease Timmeny about his
culinary ability, too. While the women wear aprons
which say homemaker on them, Timmeny tries to
figure out how to work the washing machine.
Home alone one day, Timmeny had to deal with
the washing machine "blowing up." When he was
late picking Lasmanis up, she called home.
"He said to me, 'Can you wait a while? The
COED page 13
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It can be a challenge not to mix the briefs
and the panties.
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COMMUTER STUDENT COUNCIL

Moving On: Moving Off
Come to the Center for Off-Campus Living for
information and lease advising. It's free and it's informative!
We We located on the ground floor level of
the Warren Campus Center 568-6071
Read your lease! Read your lease! Read your lease!
Clauses that you want included in your lease:
• No deduction for normal wear and tear.
• Date of when the security deposit will be returned.
• Landlord will maintain all electrical, plumbing, and other facilities supplied by
him in good working order.
• Landlord will make all repairs and arrangements necessary to put and keep in
good repair fixtures, furniture, and equipment belonging to the dwelling.
• Landlord shall supply hot water, water and heat as reasonably required by the
tenant.
• Landlord will use due diligence to mitigate damages.
Clauses to avoid in you lease:
• open ended clauses
• termination clauses
• waiver clauses
- all defects in building
- liability to injury, regardless to cause
- tenant responsible for all repairs on premise
- landlord entering premise w/o notice
- liable for attorney's fees from contract dispute, including defense by lessor
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Poor students can have some fun too
by Valerie Wison
staffwritcr
When the weekend comes, and the
cash is low, what is there to do?
Harrisonburg and other nearby areas
provide many ways for the budgetconscious student to have fun.
Rollcrskating can instantly
transport students back to the days of
disco balls and first dates. Skatetown
USA is open from 7:30 to 10:30 on
Friday nights, and JMU night (free
admission, $1 rentals) is held every
other Thursday night.
For a quieter evening, bowling at
Valley Lanes may be the answer. A
lane costs $1.25 per game in the
daytime and $2 per game after 6 p.m.
Admission to a movie at Valley Mail
is $5.50, and of course, window
shopping is free.
When the weekend forecast is
good, a picnic in the park should
prove economical. Right on campus,
there is the arboretum on University
Boulevard.
Hillendalc Park is located off of
South High Street. It is well known

MIKE HEFFHER/THE BREEZE

Close to home and full of peace, the arboretum is fun and free.
for its antique-looking playground,
and features woodsy paths, barbecue
pits and rentable picnic shelters.
And Purcell Park — home of Kid's
Castle — is off of Monument Avenue.
It's about a 10-minute walk from
campus.
After a hectic week of exams and
writing papers, a view from the forest
service lookout tower in Reddish
Knob should be relaxing.
Shenandoah National Park is
another route of exploration outside of

Harrisonburg. It's easily accessible
from Skyline Drive, which has a
small entrance fee.
Shenandoah Park, off Route 33
East, is a great area to hike and camp.
Other wonders to investigate for an
all-day trip include Natural Bridge
Village, Luray Caverns, Grand
Caverns and Natural Chimneys.
Natural Bridge Village is no more
than 5 minutes from 1-81 off exit 49.
The natural bridge is made up of about
36,000 tons of limestone and reaches

Energy efficient heating and air
conditioning with heat pump

• Swimming pool & Jacuzzi
• Tennis court

Furnished or unfurnished

• Basketball Court

Private balconies

• Energy efficient fireplaces

Ceiling fans

• European kitchens

MXXOR

• Dishwasher, disposal, refrigerator,
self-cleaning range

Cathedral ceiling with celestory
windows in all top floor units
Luxurious wall-to-wall carpeting

• Custom mini blinds on windows

Hourly bus service to campus
9 or 12 MONTH LEASES
3 bedroom

CALL:
MikeHoak

434-6166
2 bedroom

23 stories high, and the village holds a
light show re-enactment of the seven
days of creation called the The Drama
of Creation. It can be attended all year
long after dark.
The caverns of Luray house a rich
wishing well which was at one time
valued at $200,000. Tours are given
every 20 minutes.
Grand Caverns and Natural
Chimneys are within 25 miles of each
other and have special rates for
groups. The Grand Caverns provide
guided tours every 30 minutes.
There also are several historical
museums in die area.
The New Market Battlefield
Historical Park is minutes away from
Skyline Drive.
Thomas Jefferson's Monticello is
three
miles
southeast
of
Charlottesville. Among Jefferson's
many developments for his home is
his 100,000 foot vegetable garden.
And the George C. Marshall
Museum in historic Lexington
displays an electric map of General
Marshall's detailed course in World
War H.

«s»

c

Berkehsy

Realty. Inc. of Harrisonburg

Pets allowed
in some units
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» Buffalo Butch'$

IfYour Doctor Is
Miles?Away
and
You
TAr
TAT
DQti t --^to Writ
Visit

No Appointment
Necessary

—Mfmost famous
*CHICKEN*$EAF00D**S1UFF
free delivery

910 Ro«

755 Cantrell Ave
(nexttoHardees)
"Near Campus"

Monday to Saturday
9:00am.-9:00p.m.

Where patients are sending their friends

THE ULTIMATE m OFF-CAMPUS

WING FOR JMV STUDENTS
Olde Mill Village offers an excellent location (on South
Avenue behind 7-11)...within easy walking distance of
JMU...as well as the most spacious 4-bedroom units
available (almost 1300 square feet). Because of Its many
excellent features, Olde Mill Village has become the
most popular student community in Harrisonburg. Don't
get left out..reserve pur unit (or room) today!

AVAILABLE
FOR:

SEARS rtS^NET^Il]

COLDUieLL
BANKCRU

Breeze on Marcl
2, 5 or 9,1992.
We celebrate
spring break too!

HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

Professionally Managed By:
Horsley and Constable
Property Management Division
434-1173 or 432-9502

OLDE MHJL VHUOE OFFERS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pedal on the level-no hills or interstates to cross
Basketball court
On-site management
Pre-wired for television, telephone, St computer
Deadbolts & door viewers on all apartments
Lighted parking lot St walkways
On city bus line to campus St Valley Mall
No sliding glass doors
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Commuters face the
frustration of parking
Anthony-Seeger parking lot where there is enough
room for commuters to parallel park. I know people
who have parked their cars places where they
weren't harming anyone, and they've gotten
It's happening again. It's five minutes until 10
tickets."
a.m., you've been driving between J-lot and the
gravel lot behind Anthony-Seeger for 20
Sergeant Herbert Lamb from JMU's Office of
minutes, you have a 10 a.m. class, and
Parking and Public Safety said for the 3,900 parking
places for both
truthfully you're ready to
park on the Quad.
faculty
and
PARKING
students there are
Parking is a key issue
1,800 decals given
for those currently living
PROBLEMS
to
residents and
off campus and those
4,000
given to
considering the move.
commuters.
Students like freshman
"I
can't
Denise Brown confront
determine
the
parking lot trauma every
number
of
people
day. And Brown, who
given decals, only
commutes from Verona,
the number of
feels the parking situation
decals issued,"
at JMU could be
JMU
LOTS
PROVIDE
Lamb said.
improved.
3900 parking places
Mel
Maher,
"I have to figure in
director
of the
about IS minutes every
BUT JMU GIVES OUT:*
Center
for
Offday just to find a parking
1800
residential
parking
stickers
Campus
Living,
place," she said.
4000 commuter parking stickers
said there are
Last semester Brown
about
6.000
received a ticket after
GRANT JERDINQ/THE BREEZE commuters at JMU
parking by the guard rail
and 75 percent of
behind Anthony-Seeger.
these commuters are traditional students — full time
"I couldn't find a parking space and I had to park or
students commuting almost every day.
I'd be late for class,'* she said.
Although no new parking lots are planned for the
"It's stupid, there are 'No Parking' signs in the

by Coletta RoaK
surffwriter

■

■■.
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Paridng » one of JMU's less appealing features.

RYAN KETCHUM/THE BREEZE

Unfortunately, commuters find there
aren't as many parking places as there
are decals.

near future. Lamb said all money collected from the
payment of parking tickets is used to improve
existing lots, lights, and maintenance.
Still, Michelle Joyce, a junior living in Hawkins
Street Apartments across from Mr. Gatti's, finds her
car most efficient. "Even though I have to leave an
extra 20 minutes early for class to find a parking
place, I prefer taking my car than depending on the
bus service," she said.
"Having a car gives me more opportunities to go
places," she said. "It's nice to be able to go grocery
shopping at 9:30 at night and not have to worry
about the bus routes."
Ian Rogol, a junior living in the Commons, relies
primarily on the bus and his bike.
"The bus service is very efficient," he said. "It
saves money on gas, and since my classes are
primarily in Godwin and Burruss, the bus stops are
very convenient. With the addition of the new
Hunters Ridge bus, there have been no recent
problems with the bus."
Maher, who coordinated the addition of a bus
route to Hunters Ridge, says there are two more oncampus stops proposed for next semester. "There
will hopefully be a stop at Miller and at AnthonySeeger next year," Maher said.
Mike Howe, a senior who lives in a house on
North High Street, finds biking to campus most
efficient for him. "Oh yeah, there are tons of
advantages — a bike is fast, goes right up to the front
door of class, it needs no gas, no parking, and you
get exercise," he said.
Rogol recommends registering your bike with the
campus police. "I'm concerned at times with theft,
but my bike is registered with the campus police so I
know it's somewhat safe."
Mike Siewers, a junior Hunter's Ridge resident,
takes the bus in bad weather, but otherwise walks to
his classes.
"I have a car, but by the time you find a parking
space and walk over from a satellite parking lot,
there just seems to be more convenience in walking.
... Plus, walking clears your head before class."
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^Berkeley
Realty, Inc. of Harrisonburg
The Company
of
Choice
COLLEGE
ffl

MADISON
SQUARE

STATION

MADISON

ffl

I
HOUSES
UNIVERSITY
COURT

QARDENg

Berkeley Realty offers you more off-campus
choices than anyone else in town. We'll help
you find a place that's just right for you, and
your budget. One phone call, lots of options.
Call and ask for Suzanne or Eric today at...

434-1876

Homes.
KiSf"
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Check safety features before moving in
by Kknberty Brothers
staffvtriter

SALLY SANDERS/THE BREEZE

Solitude
Stephen Lynch studies in
the haven off the arboretum.

Checking the security of an
apartment or house before signing a
lease is imperative, according to Mel
Maher, the director for the Center for
Off Campus Living.
"Sometimes it's a silent agreement
and [students] don't bring up anything
about security and sign a lease,"
Maher said.
If a student signs a lease before
inspecting the property's security, it's
their "sole responsibility to secure the
place" if they find that the window or
door locks are inadequate, Maher said.
Once students investigate the safety
of the rental property and find it
insufficient, "it's their responsibility
to work it out with the landlord as to
what needs to be done," she said.
Maher said there isn't a mandate
stating that a landlord must have a
certain type of security for a rental
property, "but technically there has to
be some sort of lock on a window and
some kind of lock on the front door.
"Security is a helpful issue," she

said, "but not one that is required in an
apartment complex. It's kind of like
an added feature that may entice
someone to live somewhere."
If students find their house or
apartment isn't as safe as they would
like, they can call the Harrisonburg
Police Department's crime prevention
unit for security suggestions.
Claytor said the crime prevention
unit gets calls mostly from people
asking for safety suggestions.
The unit also talks to groups about
safety and can set up a crime
prevention program for an area.
Maher said it's important for
students to understand many of the
complexes labeled as student housing
"are prime targets ... for break-ins"
during a holiday break.
The COCL also suggests that
students lock all doors and windows
and place wooden sticks in slidingglass doors to prevent break-ins while
on break.
In addition, the center recommends
stopping mail, keeping some lights
and a radio on and keeping all
valuables out of sight.

MM

SAFETY CHECKS
Inform
rj7
landlord of
L
—' your absence
0 Lock all windows
& doors
rpf
Use tinier on
L
-' lights
0 Unplug all
appliances

m
'i

0

m

END DRIVE THRU
ROBBERY!
kFREE

JMU CUP
w/ Student LD.L
(Limit one
per student)

Drive by any fast food place and
chances are you'll see signs saying
"Only 590" or "690 special" splashed
everywhere.
But take a closer look at the menu
and you'll see the "590 special" isn't
for a full size hambuger. It's for a
pre-made mini-burger.
At Rally's we have "specials"
every day because we have everyday
low prices. On everything.
Rally's isn't about robbery. It's
about a steal.
Wheel into our E. Market St. location

Hold mall
Place bar on
sliding door
Keep thermostat

low
Take valuables
with you
Ask a friend to
watch things
KEN BURAKER/THE BREEZE
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Making a name for themselves . ..

Student houses earn local I
Chickens aren't rare in Harrisonburg, but
few people know about one special
chicken — the one that watches over the
Graffiti House just off Cantrcll Avenue.
Any student living in this house, which currently
holds eight eligible bachelors, receives the protection
of the Sacred Chicken living in the backyard shed.
"He watches over us, and one of our roommates,
Bill Assaad, often speaks to him for us in Arabic,"
junior Jamie Samuel explained.
He warned, though, that people should not come
running to sign a lease in order to enjoy this
privilege.
"There are no spaces available. You need
connections, because the house is always passed
down to friends,'' Samuel said.
Students who are looking for a house off campus
may have already found that many houses have
special names and legendary histories. Some are
available only to students with connections, like the
Grafitti House, but others are open to anyone.
Students who take over a house that has a
reputation might feel some pressure, many of these
houses are famous for their parties.
Senior Tim McConnel, a Grafitti House resident,
boasts of a party he said he'll never forget.
"I'd have to say we had the biggest party of the
year last semester — we had 21 kegs and a band, and
it lasted over 14 hours," he said.
An original party they pride themselves on is

called a "ore" party. Senior Brian Zarchin, another
resident, explained the rules.
"You climb up a tree, and you sit up there. No one
is allowed to come down until they've finished a 12pack," Zarchin said.
The Grafitti House got its name for the graffiti on
the wall that surrounds part of the house. Because it
was graffiti, though, it was painted over and is now
just artistic designs.
Traditional parties are also common among offcampus houses, such as at the White House. Located
on South Main Street, the White House has almost
exclusively housed Tri-Sigma sisters for over five
years.
A current resident, junior Ellen Mayo, said she
enjoys the annual Christmas party.
"Every year we have a Christmas party where we
invite people and allow them to bring a date. It's a
lot of fun," Mayo said.
She also said they have been known to have small
happy hours on their roof, which is becoming
another tradition. But parties are not the only
benefits to life in The White House.
"We're fairly close to campus, about a 10-rninute
walk, and we are close to the people around us, too.
We like to hang out with our friendly neighbors,"
Mayo said.
Their "friendly neighbors" include the residents of
the Brick House, otherwise known as the Rugby
House. Some call it the Brick House because it is

made of brick, but others know it as the Rugby
House because four of the residents play rugby.
There are eight guys who live there, and they
will not be outdone in the rituals
department. Senior Justin Constatine
remembers a party where "shooting the
boot," their own original tradition, was practiced
most graphically.
"We had a party, and for some reason people were
getting naked on the front lawn. They were shooting
the boot — which basically means drinking out of
your boot and singing rugby songs, and then running
across to 7-11 naked," he said. "I still can't believe
no police came. It went on for a while," he said.
The women of the Dew Drop Inn on Liberty
Street have discovered that "naked parties" may
come naturally with the renting a house.
Senior Natalie Anderson has lived there since her
junior year, and recalls her most memorable
experience.
"A housemate of mine had friends up for the
weekend, so we had a party. All of the sudden, this
guy was posing on the sofa with all his clothes off —
and as far as I'm concerned, this guy should have left
them on," she said. "But soon it seemed like there
were naked guys everywhere, only now they had
toilet paper wrapped around them and were lighting
it on fire," Anderson said.
The Dew Drop Inn has been around since the
'70s, when the house was presumed to have been

Artie
Phot
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infamy
christened with its name.

A house with less tradition but with an equally
creative name is Zimbabwe house, located on
Collicello Street.
The four men who live there moved in last
semester, and named the house as soon as they
realized just how far 1.3 miles really is.
"We drove to campus and checked the distance,
because one of my roommates, Sean, doesn't have a
car," junior Eric Strauss said. "He either rides his
bike, walks, or rides with us in the morning. He stays
on campus until 8 p.m. sometimes.
Isolated or not, these guys don't consider
themselves antisocial.
"Last semester, we had a 'til you drop party with
10 kegs. It was really crowded, and at one point there
was smoke in the house and a burning smell,"
Strauss recalled. "So we called the fire department,
and they sent, like, three trucks and some police cars,
and blocked off the whole street. It turned out to be
our oil — it had run low and our burner was just
smoking from it. It was actually kind of
embarrassing,'' he admitted.
Living in a house as opposed to an apartment
leaves many options open to students. They can
name the house, start their own traditions and have
legendary parties. However, some students have
simpler motives for their decisions, like junior
Aimee Escueta of the White House.
"Actually, I just love the house itself," she said.

*

tide by Sara Hammel
\otos by Craig Newman
Campaign posters call for the
election of Zimbabwe house
residents, even though they
are not legatfy eligible
candidates (Above). A beer
can left after a party sits
outside the Barn (Bottom left).
The guys at the Rugby house
congregate around the bar.
(Bottom center). Tim
McConnel and Nabil "Bill"
Assad chop wood behind the
Graffiti House overlooking the
JMU campus.
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Nothing Else Comes Close!

oo

NO ONE OFFERS YOUMORE
Great Locatkwu Best Bus Seirk^ Monthly IVMd Sei^
Hunters Ridge offers 4 bedroom apartments, and the Utimate in
Student Housing - 4 bedroom townhouses.
• SandXblleybaU and Basketball Courts
Washer/Dryer in each unit
Private Decks orPatios
CuskmBHnds at all Windows
Furnished and Unfurnished Units

■Hunters Ridge Scholarship Program
* OnSite Property Management
* Completely Equipped Kitchen including:
Microwave, Dishwasher, Refrigerator \Utt\
Ice Maker, and Range

THE BEST DEAL GOING. GETONENOW!
AskAbout Our $250 Lease Incentives!!
PEN HOUSE 11-4 p.m. Saturday Feb. 22
11 - 4 p.m. Sunday Feb. 23
s

Hunters Ridge Management
(703)434-5150

715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
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Coed
CONTINUED from page3
firemen are still here."' She went home immediately.
In a three-story house called the Wolfe Trap, the
relationships between the coed residents are less than
innocent "Let's just say that we're very provocative
with each other," sophomore Dawn Bilello said.
"They get a kick out of the wet T-shirts."
Constantly on the go and hosting parties, the five
men and three women of the Wolfe Trap have little
time for dividing household chores. However, they
did agree that after any party they spend the next
week "rebuilding" from the damage.
Telling the boyfriends and girlfriends proved
difficult for these coeds, too. "The parents aren't the
problem, it's the girlfriend," junior Bill Matlock said.
Sophomore Ben Prunty said at first his mother
didn't disapprove of his living with women. It wasn't
until a month later that she told him, "It's not close
to kosher." But she still pays the rent
Junior Sean Gray said that at times he's glad to
live with women. "I think that it depends on the
people who you live with," Gray said. "But
sometimes women understand things better."
Although the Wolfe Trap residents wouldn't call
their relationship brotherly love, they say were close
to begin with.
"If you get the right mix, it's OK," Timmeny said.

"V

Two commuter students walk to their off-campus homes one rainy afternoon.

ADISON
QARDENg

I

I OF THE

Located on South Main Street

COLDUJCLL
BANKGR LI

fjff

Large Living Area
Washer & Dryer
A Quick 8 Minute Walk to Campus ^ J^
■'4 Range, Refrigerator & Dishwasher '£
f
*|
2 Full Baths
»
3 Bedrooms for 5 Students
Each Bedroom has its Own Balcony or Patio

I

Live Closer ♦ ♦ .
♦ ♦ ♦ Sleep Later
NOW
OFFtRINQ

MIWPUM.IC
TRANSIT
SOHBOULM
TO HOLF YOU
OtTTO
CAMPUS.

MICHELE LUM/THE BREEZE

Walking in the mist

434-1876

HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

•ea/f v. inc of Harnsonburg I !•■ Al .nd G.rdm.®

Property
Management
Division
433-1173

T,

Currently under Management
units located at:
• Oldc attH Village

• Madison Square Townhouses
(1 fufl unit ft 2-10 month leases)
• College Station Townhouses
(2 fulTunits)
• Holly Court Townhouses

Experience the freedom & convenience
of living off-campus

c

Bcrkcky %E£S&c&.

SI

B8JSW

Currently accepting reservations for
the 1992-1993 school year.
Contact Colleen Pendry

V
Bt»,IOB
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Daly's Sidewalk QM
Bakery & Delicatessen

FOUR STAR
PIZZA

• daily specials
»free delivery service
•
subs
• bakery ft delicatessen
Open Mon-Sat. for breakfast, lunch & dinner
The Doty Bulcing 498 University Blvd., w
Comer of University Hvd. & fcesevolr Sfr.
(Behind RMH outpatient clinic)

*

*

*

*

433-3776
SAFE ff& DELIVERY
ESZS Four Star Pizza-

+tax

Coke

any two large
one item pizzas
and four 16oz
drinks

—

Tie ofboice k wear...
If you can find a better
deal in off-campus
housing...

TAKE IT!

limited delivery area

one coupon per order

DEFour Star Pizza-

$y99
+tax

any medium one
item pizza and
two 16oz drinks
limited delivery area

one coupon per order

DC Four Star Pincr

$rv5o
+tax

any two big
12 inch subs and
two 16oz drinks
limited delivery area

one coupon per order

BBS Four Star Pizza'

$^799
+tax
one coupon per order

Coke

Coke

any large one
item pizza and
four 16oz drinks
limited delivery area

564-2988

If you can't...WHY
live anywhere else?
•
•
•
•
•
•

9 1/2 Month Leases
4 Bedrooms
2 1/2 Baths
$175/Pvtrm/Mo
Furnished
Much, Much More!
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Crash courses in life off campus
by Sharon Lovering &
Gloria Hwang
stqffwriters
Living off campus provides the first opportunity
for many students to be free from parents, resident
advisers and dorm rules. For many, it also provides a
crash course on basic life skills like cooking, laundry
and cleaning. But some of these lessons turn into
catastrophes.
Senior William Moore found orchestrating dinner
more difficult than playing his tuba. His plan was
simple — invite a friend over and make spaghetti
and garlic bread.
He was able to prepare the meal with little
difficulty. But he forgot one thing — to take the
garlic bread out of the oven. Because of this minor
miscalculation, the smoke detector went off.
He tried to turn the alarm off, but that didn't work.
When he attempted to take it apart, be got an electric
shock. "I swung from the ceiling for about five
seconds before the thing came off," Moore said. "I
threw it out in the hallway outside the apartment and
left it there."
In another corner of the kitchen is junior Brian
Smith, who had a Pyrex dish explode from getting
too hot on a burner someone had accidentally turned
on. "It just went ka-blooey," he said. "It burned the

water and then it stopped. "ITherc was a] puff of
linoleum and everything. It was exciting!"
smoke, we all smelled something burning, and then
Junior Kent Baake's problem in the kitchen
we saw the washing machine, that once worked, not
stemmed from one of his housemates' forgetfulncss.
doing anything.
"One of my roommates left the bread out and the
"I think I blew the motor of it." He and his
mice came," he said. "It was kind of a shock when I
housemates hand-emptied the
first saw one. We went
machine and left it. The
out and bought mouse
washer didn't work for four
traps and caught them."
months, and his housemates
There were about a
were furious because they had
dozen of them, he said.
to take their laundry to a
Now, "we're a little
laundromat.
better with our food,
Pets can also be a
putting it away."
problem.
The kitchen is not the
One day in a house on
only room where
Water Street, somebody's cat
catastrophes occur.
had new kittens. Seeing the
Check in the laundry
new felines, the old cat got up
room and chances are
and left that house "because
you'll find the results of
he got jealous" and walked
somebody's mistake —
into junior Mickey Menard's
whether it is pink
house. And "he's been there
clothing that should be
ever since," she said. He
white or a dancing
ANDY SAFFRON/THE BREEZE
opens doors with his paws
washing machine.
and loves to climb in the refrigerator.
Sophomore Ben Prunty's downfall comes from
"Open it and he'll crawl in," she insisted. She said
his attempt to do laundry. He said, "I thought the
one
day he even walked into the freezer and he
washing machine could hold more than it could." He
didn't
seem to mind.
put the clothes in. The washing machine filled with

We'll Trade You A Hard
Drive For A Short Drive.,

LIVE OFF-CAMPUS,
ON-CAMPUS (almost).

Park Apartments realizes our location is not next door to your classroom. But we're sure
that when you look at our list of features you'll see it's worth a short drive.
For your short drive you will receive:
• A Computer (with Hard Drive) to use in your own
apartment home.
• Lotus and Word Processing software
• The availability of Park's own computer lab,
laser printer, and select software.
• Convenient to Shopping Centers and
adjacent to PurceU park.
• On the Bus Line

MADISON
SQUARE

So give Park a look.
We're sure you'll see
that short drive we're
asking you to take isn't
so bad after all.

Sure, you want to live off-campus, but then you'd have
to drive and spend hours looking for a parking spot...
or even worse, walk ten miles...right? WRONG!
Madison Square is only a five minute walk from
Campus on S. Main Street Plus all units have...
• 2 1/2 baths
• washer/dryer
• dishwasher
• townhouse styling
Call Berkeley Realty today for more information at:

Better Hurry...
This is a limited offer.
Applications must be
filed by March 15,1992.
And there is more....
•ALL UTILITIES can be included
in rents
• Washer/Dryer Options
• Pool
• 1,2*. 3 Bedrooms from $299.00
• Resident Computer Lab
• Furniture available
• Stunning Corporate
Apartment Homes
for Weekend guest'.

433-2621

204 Rocco Drive off rf^>
South Main Street L2J

434-1876
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Cooifi^

Come See What's
New for '92
• '92 Rollerblades 8 accessories

• '92 bicycles
Kmrnamv
Itt 33 East • 1550 E. Market St.

fry WildemeM Voyager^ her a ton ACCCM B.dL
♦33-03Z3

WOW®

oarmoncfete

A/tofert&fe

*Get your bike ready for spring- we repair all brands.

Ifyou'renotusedto
car trouble like this,
let's talk.

.BJIILljRil.
Breeze on March
2,5 or 9,1992
We eel
spring!

Seniors and graduate students with good
driving records often get stuck paying the
same car insurance rates as less experienced
drivers. But, if you're the kind of driver who obeys the
speed limit and brakes for yellow lights, we think it's time
someone rewarded you. So we've designed a car insurance
policy that's everything you deserve.
This select coverage has very reasonable rates—even for
students. In fact, in a recent survey, new GEICO policyholders reported an average annual savings of over 15%.
What's more, the 2 million drivers we insure give us high
marks for exceptional service. GEICO is the only major insurance company with 24-hour service, seven days a week.
You speak directly to a professional every time you phone.

And since we're "on call" day and night, our
experts can answer your questions or begin
processing a claim immediately.

The policy itself is among the finest. Our reputation rests
on over 50 years of experience providing coverage you can
be sure of, at prices you can afford.
So when you're ready to make the most of a clean driving
record, why not turn yourself in to the proper authorities?
Call 1-800-882-7222.

AUTO
INSURANCE.
COM

Comparison II># 4444

Should you not me*t al of the underwriting requirement* t»f GKKiOor (SJCO Uner al Inavranv Cranny, yiw may *liH qualify in the m UMUD/V taMmrv and -.ruiv ft.aii KMHkf I.KIO I ..Milntr m *.<wrwK.
Wmnln Tt*K sha»er«^T.™iK<l companies ate r»a affihaled «Kh the II S t-iwrnrm-nl t J-Xt) ««.j muirant.-1« mil »«fahk-m M» Nl.» I'A II.... i»t„.. »..i....... ... In' 1>|7K
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Legal aspects require reading the fine print
by Barbara Awuakye
stqffwriter

Along with the excitement of moving off campus
comes the responsibility of signing a lease.
According to the Virginia Landlord/Tenant
Handbook, a lease is a legally binding contract
which can either be group or individual.
Kevin Williams, apartment manager for Ashby
Crossing Apartment Complex, advises students to
get the individual lease. "It's the wave of the future,
and eases parents' minds," he said. The group lease
requires that all tenants of the apartment be
responsible for all the payments. Therefore if one
roommate cannot come up with rent or damage fees,
^the others have to compensate for it.
According to COCL Director Mel Maher
individual leases are better, because everyone is
responsible for their own payments.
Maher said that housing complexes tend to offer
only 12-month leases, and the disadvantage is that
during the summer the tenant would have to
sublease. Because most students go home for the
summer, subleases are very difficult to find. Students
sometimes end up paying for an empty apartment.
Because of the abundance of off-campus housing,
managements have become flexible with their leases,
sometimes even offering semester leases and
lowering rent

"A lease is very complex," Maher said. To ensure
that the student doesn't pay for services in the
apartment such as plumbing, she encourages new
tenants to look for an addendum in the contract,
which will state "all of these are contingent upon
damages being taken care of [by the management]."
According to "The Off Campus Housing Guide,"
clauses that should be in a lease include requiring the
landlord keep public areas clean, provide frequent
removal of garbage, and not deduct from the security
deposit for existing damage in the apartment.
Students should also avoid clauses that make the
tenant liable for all repairs and attorney fees in court
hearings, as well as the three-day lease, giving a
landlord the right to evict after three days notice.
Managers of apartment complexes in
Harrisonburg encourage students to inspect the the
conditions of the property and never sign a lease
without inspecting the unit. Most welcome students
to ask any questions about complicated clauses.
The biggest problem Williams encounters with
leases at Ashby Crossing is that students don't
understand it's a legal document. But when students
break the rules, "We don't just boot somebody out,
it's dealt on a case-by-case basis," he said.
Williams said leases can only be broken under
extreme circumstances.
"In many situations, unhappy students will ask me

of a way to get out of their lease," Maher said. She
tells them, "you are stuck for the duration."
The Utility Deposit Assistance Program contract
is an alternative way of keeping utilities in service.
The price of the contract is $10, and can be
purchased at the cashier's office in Wilson Hall.
Students take the contract to utility companies in
working with the UDAP, and the companies will
waive the normal deposits, which are sometimes
quite hefty, ranging from $100 to $200, according to
Maher.
The utilities in the UDAP include: City of
Harrisonburg water and sewerage facilities,
Columbia Gas, Harrisonburg Electric Commission,
Shenandoah Valley Electric Cooperative, and
Virginia Power. UDAP has not contracted the
telephone and TV cable companies, Maher said,
because the use of the telephone generates the most
money in utility bills, and at this time UDAP does
not have the funds to obtain it.
To ensure that students pay back their debts,
Mahrer says that a hold may be put on their
transcripts, records, and registration privileges.
Maher said, "All students should really take
advantage of [UDAP], and unfortunately students
don't." According to a survey taken by the Center
for Off Campus Living, only 60 percent of the 80
percent who know about UDAP are enrolled in it

M

CHA-CHING!

n

Live at a place where the management
throws the parties.
CROSSING

Apartment Community
THERE'S ALWAYS MORE TO DO AT ASHBY CROSSING, WHEN IT COMES TO
ACTIVITIES AND FUN. OUR PROFESSIONAL ON-SITE MANAGEMENT IS GOING
ALL-OUT TO THROW EVERYTHING FROM SUPER BOWL TO TAILGATE
PARTIES, AND MORE. ITS NO WONDER THE WORD IS OUT

The Best Living Is Here, At Ashby Crossing.
1235-F Devon Lane, Harrisonburg, Virginia • Telephone 432-1001
Mon.- Fri. 9 A.M. to 5P.M. • Sat 10 A.M. to 5 P.M.
Professionally managed by Snyder Hunt
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Why Kot Buy Your Housing?
•University Court--5 bedroom, 21/2 batb furnished townbouse with
poolprivUeges.-$76,500
'
•University Court-3 bedroom, 11/2 batb townbouse with pool
privileges & can rent to buy.-$64,900
•University Court-2 bedroom, 11/2 batb toumbouse with fireplace
and pool priuileges.-$63,9O0
•Tower Street-3 bedroom, 21/2 batb well built townbouse.
Gas beat & quiet setting.-$»2,900
•West Water St-2 bedroom, l batb, 2-Story bouse-$74,0O0
•West Water St-4 bedroom, 1 batb, 2-Story bouse- $49,900

CAIKVOUT

f

#y Yee s Delivers to Your Place
•A
*

*1

yye deliver anywhere in Harrisonburg
and on-campus

Calif of
III questions 711
about details on
buffet times

lil^g^UU =g=

Call 434-3003

REMJOM

Contact William Rick Marti
234 East Market St.
Phone (703) 434-7383 'Ai»«r»*t«Tgir«to»«r«»>oub«tt»- Harnaonburg, Mh 22801

1588 S. Main St.
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freeze on March
2, 5 or 9, 1992.
We celebrate
spring break too!
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Time is Running Out!
Each fully furnished 4 bedroom
apartment comes with:
Double bed in each bedroom
Spacious bathroom w/ full length mirror
Stain resistant wall to wall carpet
Patio or balcony
' Built-in microwave oven •
• Garbage disposal
1
Free sewer & water
Full time maintenance
Full size washer and dryer
in each unit
FREE CABLE hook-ups
in each bedroom &
one in the living room
Office Hours
5 telephone hook-ups
Mon.-Fri.- 9-5
one in each bedroom &
Sat. -10-5
one in the living room
Slin.- By Appointment Only
PURCELL
PARK

JAMES
MADISON
UNIVF RSITY

The Commons
Apartments are
renting fast...
Call The
Commons
today at
432-0600 and
get off campus
this fall!
-£#L€_
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Gotta Getta Gatti'sH!

WEKNOW
WHERE
YOU LIVE!

The Best Pizza in Town... Hm*t
What's happening at

$399

The Best Pizza at the
Best Buffet in Town!
Everyday 11.-00 AM ■ 2.-00 PM
All the pizza, pasta, and salad
you can eat

$4.29

Best Night Time Buffet
Ever!
Everynigbt - &30 PM - &30 PM

2 Topping Medium
for only $6.00
or
1 Topping Large
far only $8.00

433-0606
8
7

Delivery: 11AM - 1AM Sunday - Thursday 11AM - 2AM Friday & Saturday
$

6

$

$

$

9

Original orFan Perfect

THREE TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 DRINKS
Original or Pan Perfect

ONE OR TWO TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 DRINKS
OriginalOnfy

THREE TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 DRINKS
OriginalOnfy

Delivery or Take-Out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-Out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-Out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-Out
No Coupon Necessary

ONE OR TWO TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 DRINKS

